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It's a known fact that our General Ledger
software closes the books of many of the
world's leading corporations. This means
managers get the critical financial information they need now instead of days
(or weeks) later.
We also contribute to their success
with our Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable, Payroll/ Personnel, Fixed Asset

Accounting and Work Order Management
systems. Our Manufacturing Resource Planning is the most comprehensive and flexible
set of systems available. We offer more
software for more computer models than
anyone.
Results for more than 3,000 customers
worldwide. That's what you'd expect from
the leader. Software International.
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Call your local office or send in this coupon for your FREE copy, along with
our client list. Join the leaders who get their software from the leader.
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"Three years ago, I got fed up with slaving for a
salary. Now I'm a Comprehensive accountant, and I've
more than tripled myincome!" _Joe Donahue Denver Colorado
I'm an accountant. And I'd
like to tell you about the
opportunities I found with
COMPREHENSIVE'.
I always thought my career
choices as an accountant were
limited to heading for one of the
"Big 8" firms, getting lost in a
corporation, or going it alone. I'd
always wanted to own my own
practice, but working for
someone else meant I didn't
have that core group of clients
to get me started.
Then I read about
COMPREHENSNE's nationwide
network of independent local
accountants. Local to let me
keep in touch with myself and
my market, and national to
provide all the back -up and
support I'd never have if I were
strictly on my own.
You might say COMPREHENSIVE
helps you be in business for
yourself without being in
business by yourself.

What Is COMPREHENSIVE?
COMPREHENSIVE is the nation's
largest franchisor of bookkeeping, accounting and tax
services, with more than 19,000
small business clients of all
kinds handled every month with
a system developed through 30
years of successful experience.
Nearly 200 independent
accountants utilize
COMPREHENSNE'S centralized
computer system to provide
monthly services to their clients.
Fast. And with a lot fewer
headaches.
With COMPREHENSIVE, I'm
backed by a team skilled in
accounting systems, practice
management, sales and
marketing, taxes and more.
Plus a national advertising
program to attract and pre -sell
new clients.

How many clients?
By now, you've probably
found the average COMPRE
HENSIVE accountant has about
90 clients. That's right -90
clients! And each one receives
close, prompt and personalized
monthly contact and service.
Many accountants in the
system have even more. In fact,
my own personal client list now
tops 140!

How do I do it? With our
exclusive system, it's really not
too difficult. And here's what I
give each and every client
every month:
• Operating statement for both
the current month and
year -to -date, with
percentages for both
• Complete bank
reconciliations
• All tax returns
• Itemized employee payroll
records
• Detailed supporting ledgers
by account for each item on
the operating statement
• Balance sheets as necessary

What about money?
Before I became a
COMPREHENSIVE accountant, my
salary was $20,000. That was
three years ago. when I was 31.
So you know I'm not a
remarkable genius.
I'm not one of those Harvard
B- School types either. My
degree is from Mankato State
College in Minnesota. And
believe me, there were times I
thought I'd never get through. I
finally did, though, in 1967, and
went to work as an internal
auditor with Control Data.
Almost ten years and two
jobs later, I'd had it. I was tired
of slaving for a salary and going
nowhere. The time had come to

make a major decision —both
about my career and my life.

What happened?
I quit. And moved my family
to Colorado, where I hardly
knew a soul.
Most importantly, though, I
became a COMPREHENSIVE
affiliate and invested in my
future.
COMPREHENSIVE trained me to
use complete systems, from
marketing and sales through
production. The system is so
sound, it's almost incredible!
All the tools are there. You
don't have to be an inventor.
And I certainly don't consider
myself a super salesman. I'm
still nervous whenever I make a
new presentation.

Back to money
In my first year, I attained 59
monthly small business clients
and was billing at an annualized
rate of over $5,500" a month.
By July of 1979, my client list
was up to 142 accounts, with
annualized billings averaging
$17,800' a month.
That means an annualized
gross of over $213,000' after
only three years!
Cash is important, and it has
to be there. But real success is
a lot more.
I'm my own boss. I work for
myself and own my own
practice. I'm building equity
for the future. And I have
employees who depend on me.
Best of all, I'm committed.
And I've proven a lot of things to
myself that I always dreamed
about.

Legalese
Can you do as well as I did?
There are no guarantees. There
are certain statements, though,
required by the FTC and state
regulatory agencies. So here
they are:

'These sales, profits or
earnings are of a specific
franchise and should no t be
considered as the actual or
potential sales, profits or
earnings that will be realized
by any other f ranchise. The
franchisor does not represent
that any franchisee can
expect to attain these sales,
profits or earnings. There are
currently 190 acco untants in
the f ranchiso r's A ssociate
and Affiliate Programs. Mr.
Donahue is in the Af filiate
Pro gram, which began in
1976. Of all Affiliates in the
pro gram who had completed
at least one full calendar year
in practice as of January 1,
1979, six of 34 individuals (or
18 percent) achieved
annualized billings in excess
of $5,500 per month during
their first calendar year in
practice. Of the six Affiliates
in practice for at least three
years as of July, 1979, gross
annualized billings ranged
from a low of $65,969 to a
high of Mr. Do nahue's
$213,543 with a median of
$107,497. Of these, only o ne
individual attained billings of
less than $100,000.

Now what?
Obviously, you're not going to
rush out and invest in becoming
a COMPREHENSIVE accountant
just on my say so.
So get the facts. Ask for
complete information on
earnings and profits of all
current COMPREHENSIVE
accountants, including me, Joe
Donahue. There's no obligation
—and it could be the most
important move you'll
ever make!

Call M. K. Savage
Toll free (800) 323 -9000
Anywhere in the Continental U.S.
In Illinois. call collect (312) 898 -6868
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I'd like to know more about my
' opportunities as a COMPREHENSIVE accountant!
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How Utilities Account to the Regulators

17

By Joseph F. Agnich
The public utilities sector is the most highly regulated industry in the country. That 's why
accounting in this specialized area is a different breed than the standard model.

Alabama Gas Corp. Estimates Unbilled Energy

23

By William G. Rasmussen
This utility's computerized statistical model gives a very close estimate of energy use not
billed during a customer's billing period.

Feature

NAA Executive Director Targets Goals

28

A Management Accounting Interview
Robert L. Shultis looks at the state of the Association and its future objectives. He finds it
strong and flourishing and sees great opportunities for NAA members —both current and
future — during the '80s.

Management
Accounting
Issues

Should You Use Transfer Pricing to Create Pseudo - Profit Centers? 36
By Ralph L. Benke, Jr. and James Don Edwards
Creating pseudo - profit centers through transfer pricing can lead some responsibility centers of the company to make decisions not beneficial to the company as a whole.

CPAs Judge Internal Audit Department Objectivity

40

By Myrtle W. Clark, Thomas E. Gibbs, and Richard G. Schroeder
It's a question of judgment when independent auditors weigh the adequacy of their client's
internal control system. But this opinion may vary as shown here in a study of how CPAs
evaluate the objectivity of internal audit departments.
Certificate of Merit winner, 1979 -80

Accounting
and
Reporting

Implementing FAS No. 33: a Case Example

44

By Thomas A. Ratcliffe and Paul Munter
Restating financial figures to comply with the FASB's standard, "Financial Reporting and
Changing Prices," can involve many hours of laborious calculations. This fictitious example
is designed to make the standard more comprehensible and the calculation easier.
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A very important often overlooked role of the Management Accountant
is to explode some of the shibboleths of business and accounting
practice when they obscure the management decision - making process. The exercise of sound business judgment and clear economic
thinking is the province of the Management Accountant.
The present era of extraordinarily high interest rates, double digit
inflation, and high energy costs —all of which combine to threaten productivity levels —make this vital role of the Management Accountant
ever more important.
Higher interest rates are justified as a deterrent to borrowing and a
reduction in money supply as a curb to inflation. Yet, this very deter
rent if allowed to operate indiscriminately contributes to the decline in
productivity by avoiding reindustrialization of our economic base.
Moreover, the interest costs which flow into the business enterprise
must be recaptured from the marketplace further fueling inflation.
But under the guise of acceptable accounting practice, it becomes
possible to capitalize interest expenses at least during the period of
initial construction. The interest cost then represents no penalty to
current earnings. Rather it is deferred to be amortized over many future years. This practice can mask the implication of the excessive
borrowing which begins to strain the debt limit of the company and
represents an impairment of its future cash flow.
On the one hand, current costs are deferred to appear to improve
earnings yet the period of productivity of the new investment is impaired so that the cash flow benefits which should be used to amortize
debt and to return a reasonable compensation to the owners are impaired. The solution to this dilemma is to further raise prices and contribute still further to inflation.
The high cost of energy has caused many people to accelerate
programs to reduce energy costs and to conserve energy. Yet there is
a direct, positive correlation between energy consumption and produc
tivity. Perhaps what is needed is more effective utilization of energy
rather than an oversimplified conservation or cost reduction approach.
In summary, the Management Accountant often must look beyond
customary "norms" of reported earnings and cost reduction and look
for the resolution of the real underlying issues which contribute to
efficiency, productivity, and return on investment.
There is no substitute for the unimpaired flow and use of capital, i.e.,
cash flow, and growing productivity, and we must not let accounting
convention or traditional reporting practices obscure the real issues.
The explosion of shibboleths is a proper function of the Management
Accountant.
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what to look for
in a word procpcsor
on

CPToffers a plain English explanation
of exactly what word processing is, and
some helpful pointers on how to
choose from over 70 makes.
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Word
t e rprocessing
, = e x p is
e nsimply
s i v ea
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expensive

as

way to type.
With a modern word
processor (such as the

CPT 8000, right), you type on
a screen instead of paper.
You can type at full rough draft speed without worrying about
errors. Leave out a word or a
paragraph? No worry. Just go back
and type it in. You can readjust the
entire text without retyping.

d e basics,
W
1. Don't buy
too little —or
too much —
word proces-

sor. Least
expensive are
Most word processors have some
"intelligent
form of memory. This may range
typewriters ','
from a magnetic card, which holds a
with very limited functions. At the
single business letter, to the disks
other end of the scale are expensive
used in the CPT 8000, which hold
shared systems.
over a hundred full-page letters.
Most popular by far are the
This electronic storage allows
"standalone" models. The CPT 8000,
you to recall individual pages to the
for example, fits easily on a desk top,
yet has nearly all the
Clip and save this checklist of features
automated features of
to com pare d ifferent mod els
even the largest systems.
cr r
Brand B a n d
Brand
Feature
8000
"D"
4B" " c "
2. Look for a full -page
YES NO YESI NO YESI NO YESI NO
screen
with a clear
Black-on -white full -page
i/
image.
The
full -size,
screen
black -on -white screen is
Easily expanded with software packages
a major feature of the
Sta nda rd ke yboa rd a nd
CPT 8000. Some compla in E ngli s h c o mma nds
petitive models have only
Aut oma tic hy phe na t ion

"Electronic filing"

Dua l dis k drive s a nd
standard 120 -page disks
Simulta ne ous input / output
C ompr e he ns ive t ra i ni ng
and loc a l de ale r s upport
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screen in seconds. So you can make
changes at any time as easily as you
corrected the original.
Only when the document is
letter - perfect do you transfer it from
screen to paper —at up to 540 words
a m in ute.

Things to look for
Your search for the right word processor will be greatly simplified if you

a partial -page display,
and a green -on -green
computer -like screen.
3. Be sure the word

processor you select is
easy to use. Look for things like a
standard keyboard, and plain English
commands. The CPT 8000 is so
easy to learn, most secretaries will be
turning out actual work after a short
period of instruction.
4. Plan for your needs. It is temptin g to u se yo u r word processor as a

"fancy typewriter" just because your
procedures are set up that way.
However, a relatively new feature,

called "software programming'; can
enhance your word processor so it
can perform many other office tasks.
The CPT 8000, for instance,
can also be used to prepare your
office payrolls, keep ledgers, handle
inventory and bookkeeping, and
more. Be sure the word processor
you choose has this important feature.
There are more things to look
for than we can touch on here. For a
thorough explanation of word processing, and more tips on what to
look for, send for our free booklet
CPT Takes the Mystery Out of
Word Processing.
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Mail to: CPT Corporation
PO. Box 17

Minneapolis, MN 55440
I'd like to know more about word processing and
the CPT 8000. Please send me your free booklet
CPT Takes the Mystery Out of Word Processing.
' N am e
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Mr. Robert L. Shultis, Executive Director, National Association of Accountants, Small Business Survey, 919 Third Ave., New York, NY
10022.

Kathy Williams, Editor

This is the first of a series of columns designed
to assist members affiliated with small businesses with financial and accounting information.

Small Businesses: NAA Wants to Help
The ten most important issues facing small
businesses today relate to financial management, sales and marketing, cost cutting, communicating with employees, inventory, time
management, the family business, raising capital and borrowing, tax planning, and computers
and office equipment. These problems were
highlighted in a survey taken by the D.A.R.T.,
Small Business Digest and Reprint Telegram,
published by Slay Business Publications, Richmond, Va.
Other major issues include regulation, impact
of accounting standards, and information systems.
Unlike major corporations, small businesses
do not have the resources nor the time to reply
to proposals of government and private bodies
affecting them. In an effort to fill this void, NAA
is contemplating what actions, particularly in
the accounting and finance area, it should take
to assist members who manage small businesses. This new column is a tentative first
step.
To assist NAA in its contemplated service to
the small business area, we would appreciate
your comments regarding:
- What small business issues concern
you most? (Not necessarily the ones mentioned above.)
- Would you be interested in receiving
management and accounting information
about small business issues?
- Would you be willing to serve on a panel
that advises NAA on small business matters?
When responding, please include your name,
membership number (see magazine label), address, company affiliation, position, total revenues, and number of employees. Address your
comments (which will be kept confidential) to:
6

New Government Rules Help
The Small Business Development Act of 1980
compels the federal government to design and
implement a national small business policy. Before this landmark bill was enacted, federal policymakers had virtually ignored small businesses when passing legislation. Now they must
consider the special needs of small businesses, and the ramifications of legislation, especially in the vital areas of costs and burdens of
government regulation, need for better access
to capital at more reasonable costs, and obtaining a larger share of government support. It
is hoped this new awareness will create a
stronger economic climate for small business
growth, according to the U.S. Small Business
Administration, Office of Advocacy.

The Paperwork Burden —New Flexibility
Small businesses have been swamped with
government paperwork —but lack the staffs to
comply with the regulations. The new Regulatory Flexibility Act, which took effect January 1, is
designed to help small business owners and
managers comply with paperwork demands.
Now the federal government must anticipate
and reduce the impact of rules and requirements on small businesses as well as solicit
small businesses' opinions on forthcoming
rules. Now rules- making agencies can provide
different standards or enforcement timetables
for organizations according to size and can emphasize results rather than telling the businesses how to comply.

Some Useful Publications
The SBA offers several free management and
technical assistance publications. Contact your
local SBA office or call the Washington, D.C.
To get informaoffice at ( 202) 653 -6979
....
tion on programs and services
offered the
small business by federal departments and
agencies, contact the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, (202) 783 -3238. Ask for
the Handbook for Small Businesses.- a Survey
of Small Business Programs of the Federal
Government. Price is $5.50, stock number S/N
052 - 071 - 00600 -1.
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If you do financial,
planning and modehng,
tear out this page.
With more than 50 financial modeling systems on the market today,
having to choose one can be confusing, at best. On the surface, many
of the systems look alike. Looking deeper, only one stands out.
FCS -EPS: More Than A Modeling System
As a comprehensive planning, modeling and information management
software package; FCS -EPS brings the power of the computer into the
hands of the financial planner. Over 100 pre -coded functions, with

modules for forecasting and econometrics, sensitivity and risk analysis,
color graphics; hierarchical consolidation automates currency conversion, inflation scenarios, cost allocation and cross - sectional reporting.
It all adds up to a three - dimensional system which provides views of your
financial future more detailed than any mere modeling tool ever could.
A System That Grows W ith You
FCS -EPS is a system limited only by your imagination. Beyond the
pre- programmed functions is an entire financial programing language to
take you as far as you want to go. You can begin to use the system after
only two hours training.
But don't take our word for it. Get the facts. Send for our free publication, "Selecting and Evaluating Financial Modeling Systems," which
includes a checklist of features you should look for in a state -of -the -art
system. Use it to compare FCS -EPS with your company's requirements.

We think the facts will speak for themselves.
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FCS -EPS IS SOLD AND SUPPORTED AROUND THE WORLD

1ising lAnVid support,

Offices in New York, Detroit, Houston, Boston, Los Angeles, San Francisco.
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EPS, Inc.
8600 W. Bryn Mawr Avenue
Chicago, IL 60631
312(693 -2470
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Taxes
Jerold M. Weiss and
Israel Blumenfrucht, Editors

Jerold M. Weiss is associated with a New York
City law firm, and Israel Blumenfrucht is assistant professor of accounting and taxation at
Iona College, New Rochelle, N. Y. This column
is the first of a series. The editors welcome
your comments or suggestions for future
topics.

Installment Sales Act of 1980 Provides
Important Tax Benefits
As a general rule, recognized gains from the
sale of property are reportable in the year of
sale. However, taxpayers who sell real property
and non - inventory personal property at a gain
for consideration to be received in the future
need not report the gain in the year of sale.
Instead, they may defer reporting the gain to
later years when the consideration is received
by utilizing the installment method. Only gains
realized from installment sales may be spread
out over the years in which payments are received; losses must be recognized in the year
of the sale.
Although the installment method of reporting
gains is a valuable tax planning tool, its widespread use has been hampered by certain limitations previously imposed. For example, the
installment method was available only if: (1)
payments received in the year of the sale were
no more than 30% of the selling price, (2)
payments were to be received in at least two
different tax years, (3) the selling price was
generally at least $1,000, and (4) the taxpayer
affirmatively elected to use the installment
method. In addition, the installment method
was not applicable to sales in which a part or all
of the sales price was contingent on some future event.
The recently enacted Installment Sales Revision Act of 1980 has effectively eliminated all
of these restrictions, broadening the applicability of the installment method to include transactions which previously did not qualify. Under the
new law, sellers may now receive down payments of more than 30% of the selling price in
the year of sale and still qualifiy for the install8

ment method. Sellers are therefore no longer
forced to extend substantial credit to purchasers in order to take advantage of this tax benefit. Moreover, this provision has been effective
retroactive to January 1, 1980; sales consummated since that date involving down payments
in excess of 30% of the selling price may now
qualify for the installment method.
The consideration paid to sellers need not
now be spread over at least two tax years.
Thus, gains from sales of property need not be
reported in the year of sale but may be entirely
deferred to later years by selling the property
for notes maturing in later years. This provision
also applies retroactively to January 1, 1980.
Under the new law, the installment method
may be used regardless of the amount of the
selling price, and no affirmative election to use
the method is required. Installment reporting
now applies to all installment sales unless the
taxpayer makes an affirmative election not to
be subject to the installment method. In addition, this method is now available for sales involving a contingent sales price.
The Installment Sales Revision Act of 1980
also allows for the nonrecognition of gains by a
shareholder receiving installment notes as a
liquidating distribution from a corporation liquidating under Section 337 of the Internal Revenue Code. Section 337, one of the most commonly used vehicles for liquidating a corporation, provides that if a corporation adopts a
plan of complete liquidation and within 12
months of adoption distributes its assets to its
shareholders, the corporation will not be required to recognize gain or loss from any sale
or exchange of property within the 12 -month
period. In order to meet this 12 -month deadline,
corporations often are forced to sell assets in
exchange for notes. Under prior law, the distribution of these notes to shareholders could
have subjected the shareholders to a tax on
the difference between the fair market value of
the notes and the tax basis of their shares, despite the fact that they received no cash with
which to pay the tax. Under the new law, shareholders may use the installment method with
respect to the notes and gain will be recognized only when payments on the notes are actually received.

IRS Extends Thor Rule
Corporations and other businesses have long
valued their inventories for tax purposes on the
lower of cost or market method to justify claiming a tax deduction for unsold inventory. In
1979, however, the Supreme Court ruled in
Continued on page 62
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CARS: the audit package
for CPA's and heir clients
"As a CPA, I can audit practically any compute'
or mbdure of computers with CARS, all in one
common language."

Over 600 auditors and their clients now use CARS,
the audit information retrieval system for all major
mainframe and mini computers.
Why is CARS so popular? Because...
... Auditors find it extremely efficient as a productivity tool.
... It lets them audit areas previously inaccessible
through the computer.
... It is extremely easy to use.
... CARS is from Cullinane, the audit software
specialist with the complete family of audit
packages, including EDP - Auditor, CULPRIT
and EDP - Auditor /3.
CARS now runs on over 40 versions,
reflecting Cullinane's experience in supporting proven audit functions in almost any
computer environment.

"As as internal auditor, I use CARS to protect
corporate assets and comply with regulatory
authorities, wti complete audit independence,"

As one auditor said: "CARS will certainly handle
the small rush jobs we always get, but it will also
handle complex requirements, where large files of,
say, half a million records are involved. It also works
with different types of files and file structures."
His client added: "With no DP experience, I was
programming like a pro in no time. And CARS lets
me arrange my reports exactly as I want them."
So if you're exclusively on IBM 3601370 or 4300
computers, use EDP - Auditor. But if your system
is non -IBM or a mixture of IBM and non -IBM, you
need CARS.
Like to know more? Why not attend a free seminar in your area?
Write for literature plus a schedule of
dates and cities for these seminars.
Mail to Cullinane Database Systems, Database
Inc., 400 Blue Hill Drive, Westwood,
Systems
Mass. 02090.

Audit Software: Cullinane
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Texas Instruments introduces a
new family of quality commercial
calculators for your business.
And each uses plain paper tape.
Easy on your people.
Light on your budget.

percentage calculations. A special
add -mode automatically positions
decimal points to let you enter dollars
and cents easily. Or choose the fixed
decimal from 0 -6 positions for fast,
accurate entry. An independent add
register acts almost as a separate
memory, permitting multiplication
and division without affecting add/
subtract operations in progress. A
grand total register adds even more
versatility, automatically accumulating totals from the independent add
register as you work.
We've built each of our rugged new
calculators around a tough, reliable
impact printer that's the most popular in the industry. Tested to print a
million lines without a failure, our
high -speed 12 -digit printer is heavy
enough to take the punishment of
long hours. It operates at a fast 2.8
fines per second, printing an easy-toread audit trail with full (late and
non -add reference numbers.
Two-color printing lets you identify
positive and negative results at a
glance.

Way's business calculator should be
rugged, versatile — and easy to use.
That's why, when we set out to design a new family of commercial
calculators, we went right to the
source: the people who use their
calculators up to 8 hours a day, every
day. We studied their needs and
wants, then designed an all -new
calculator keyboard that actually
works u7ith you. 'Ib reduce fatigue
and muscle strain. 'Ib increase your
working speed. 'lb make your job
easier.
Our 'Ibuch Operator keyboard is
wider to fit your hand more comfortably. We've carefully worked out the
proper distance between keys to give
you a keyboard that's easier to use
and helps reduce entry error. Its
large, sculptured keys are specially
shaped and angled to fit your fingertips and respond quickly to your
touch as you work. With two -key
rollover and ten -level keyboard buffering, you can work comfortably at
top speed.
Consider them
We also slimmed down the handbasic equipment.
some casing to a sleek, desk - hugging The TI -5213 combines the basic
31/4 ' high, reducing arm fatigue and efficiency of a full- function commereliminating the need to strain over cial calculator with the reliability of
your machine to see your last entry.
Finally, we added a detachable power
cord, so your calculator can be locked
securely away when not in use.

Versatile, dependable
productivity tools.
In addition to the four basic functions, this 12 -digit calculator family
handles multiplication and division of
a constant, automatically computes

our impact printer in a sleek, twotone unit. The independent add register lets you operate this calculator
as though it has memory.
The TI-5215 adds a powerful live
memory. Add -to, subtract -from, subtotal or total memory without affecting previous calculations in progress.
Couple this live memory with the
memory -like power of the independent add register; , and you get the
equivalent capability of a versatile
dual memory.
The TI-5217 combines the permanence of printed tapes with the convenience of a large easy -to-read 12digit display that shows commas,
decimal point punctuation and status
indicators for memory and independent add register.
The TI -5219 offers all the basic accounting functions you need plus the
added versatility of a powerful four function memory, Its vacuum fluorescent display adds the convenience of
a bright, legible readout and the
printer on /off switch lets you compute with or without a printed tape,

See your TI Commercial
Calculator Specialist.
He's an expert in the field of business
calculators and is prepared to analyze
your business needs and recommend
the most efficient and economical
equipment for your requirements.
Just call this toll -free number for his
name, address and telephone number:
(800) 858-4567, ex. 85. Ftfty&lears
In Tbxas: (800) 692 -1313,
Innovation
ex. 85. Or write Texas
0
Instruments, P.O. Box
10508, MS 5889, Lubbock, Texas 79408.

Texas Instruments technology — bringing affordable electronics to your fingertips.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
, 1980 Texas Instruments Incorporated
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

CMA Seen Helpful in Career Changes
In a random sample survey of holders of the
Certificate in Management Accounting, 92%
reported that the Certificate would be helpful if
an individual wanted to change employers.
More than half of those surveyed felt that the
benefits of the Certificate greatly exceed the
cost of attaining it. The survey of 400 CMA
holders was conducted by Henry R. Schwarz bach, associate professor of accounting, and
Richard Vangermeersch, professor of accounting, University of Rhode Island. In answer to
the question why they sat for the examination,
18% said for the personal satisfaction of passing the exam, while 17% said for professional
development in management accounting, and
14% said they sat for it in lieu of the CPA examination.

Pension Fund Control Moving Back
Inside
More and more companies are taking back
control of their pension fund from outside investment advisors. Major reason for this trend;
corporate executives believe they can handle
pension funds as well as the outside professionals —and more cheaply. According to the
Wall Street Journal, some companies that have
pulled back their pension funds for internal
management include W.R. Grace & Co., Diamond Shamrock Corp., Hewlett- Packard Co.,
Ingersoll -Rand Co., and Union Carbide Corp.

Shultis Named to FASB Council
NAA Executive Director Robert L. Shultis has
been appointed a member of the Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council of the Financial Accounting Standards Board_ Comprised of about 40 leaders from business, education, the professions, and government, the
Council advises the Board on current issues.

Accountants Get Good Grades

Prudential Sees Only Modest Growth

The vast majority of corporate executives say
they are satisfied with the performance of accountants, according to a recent Wall Street
Journal survey of 782 chief executives. Accountants got the highest rating in the survey,
followed by lawyers and investment bankers.
The report on the survey results, which appeared in the December 3 issue, indicated that
the survey did not distinguish between public
accountants and management accountants.
One president, however, is quoted as saying,
"but given the rules, the accountants —both inside the company and outside —do a professional job."

In its 1981 Annual Economic Forecast, the Prudential Insurance Co. predicts only a 1.5%
growth in real Gross National Product by the
end of this year, with consumer prices rising
9.5% and unemployment at an 8% level. It expects a tax "adjustment" of about $30 billion
and "a more forthright policy emphasis on removing disincentives to savings and investment" that should contribute to a new upswing
in capital spending late this year.

Productivity Roadblock: Poor
Management
Asked to rank several factors as obstacles to
productivity, the overwhelming majority of managers in a recent survey chose "poor management" as the greatest one. Government regulations took second place in the rankings of the
12

survey, which was conducted by Productivity, a
newsletter published by Productivity, Inc., P.O.
Box 3831, Stamford, CT 06905. Surprisingly, a
declining work ethic was placed at the bottom
of the list as a hurdle to productivity growth,

Business /Accounting Briefs
"There are two kinds of accountants, the regulator and the accelerator. We are the accelerators. It is our job to maximize profits." This is
the message that William Hyde, president of
the Institute of Cost and Management Accountants, delivered at a two -day conference in Dublin on management accounting in the '80s.
There is growing recognition of the management accountant as a key figure on the management team, he said.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981

FINANCIAL FUEL FR OM HE LLER r"

When your client's
usual money sources say `sorry;'
see what Heller has to say.
Th e c on vers at ion will c over
more than your client's balan c e sheet and c u rren t
"
ratios. W e're interested in

ore than num bers because we're interested in
providing your client more
money than other sources
would. So we'll discuss his prospects
and his potential. And give thoughtful
consideration to his special needs in view
of today's particular economic climate.

At Heller we're anxious to talk with
anyone who can make profitable
use of $150,000 to $5,000,000 or

more.
more . W e' ll l end agai nst your
client's receivables and other col lateral at a practical rate that will
enable him to m ake m oney on the
money he's borrowed.
Your cli ent will appreciate
your suggesting Heller. The association
will prove to be a practical, profitable
� ,,s. one because Heller isn't all talk.

talk'.'

HELLER
Financial Services

Financial Fuel from Heller is a service mark of Walter E Heller & Co
Walter E. Heller & Company 105 W Adams St . Chicago. III 60603�Other�Heller�offices�in�New�York�•�Boston�•�Philadelphia�•�Baltimore�•�Syracuse�•�Minneapolis
Detroit�•�Kansas�City�•�Denver�•�Atlanta�•�Charlotte�•�Miami�•�Birmin�sham�•�Columbia.�S.0 •�New�Orleans�•�Houston�•�Dallas�•�San�Antonio�•�Phoenix�•�Tucson
Albuquerque�•�El�Paso�•�Sall�Lake�City�•�Los�Angeles�•�San�Francisco�-�Newport�Beach.�CA�•�Portland�•�Seattle�•�Spokane�•�San�Juan,�Puerto�Rico
Heller services are also available In Canada and twenty other countries ar ound the world

OUR OPINION
OF YOUR COMPANY'S WORTH
IS SUPPORTABLE.

�I -l would
- - - like
- -to-have
- -more
- - intc)rmation
- - - - - un- the
- -services
- - - checked
- - - �below:
- � - � - � - � - �
I

Valuation of CloselrHeld Stock
Merger /Acquisition /Sale

Ad Va lo re m T a x

Inve s tme nt T a x C re dit

Re a l Es ta t e Pla nning

Component Depreciation
Property Accounting /Corporate

Fina nc ing Va lua tion

Ins ura ble Va lue s

Diss olution Va lues :

and Tax Accounting/ Institutional
Property

I

C orpo ra te

information concerning the subjects
checked above along with the address
and phone number of your nearest

I
I

companies, institutions and government
agencies for nearly fifty years.
I
We've been expert witnesses in a

significant number of landmark court
decisions regarding the valuation of tangible

Marshall and Stevens office.
Marshall and Stevens Incorporated
600 S. Commonwealth Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90005

I
I

and inta ngible a ss e ts .
An a ppra is a l re port s igne d by Ma rs ha ll

II

and Stevens meets the highest professional

Attu: Richard Lillard, Vice Pres.

II

Ciry

appra is a l s ta nda rds a nd it's ba c ke d up by

I specialists who are available to provide
i supporting
Benefittestimony.
from our wealth of experience
by examining the list of services to determine
if we might assist in solving one of your
business problems today.

Comp any
Address

assistance to individuals, domestic and

I multi - national commercial and industrial

Title

j

Marshall and Stevens has provided
valuation and property economics

I

Name
1
I

I
I

Wh e n w e d e ve lop a p r of e ss ion a l

valua tion, yo u ca n be sure it 's v alid
and s u p p o rt a b l e .

Ma rita l

and Government
Complete and mail this form
and you will receive comprehensive

I
I
I

N

s

I
State

Zip

II

Phone

ntiwsfwM ANDSTEVENS1nWRwoRarm

Letters
TO THE EDITOR

.. . an d I t Wo n ' t Hap pen Again
In m o re t h an 2 0 y e ars in th e c o m m e rcial art busin ess, we h ave to ad m it th at
none of our artwork has generated as
much contro versy as ou r "h u m o ro u s"

Ever get the feeling when
your work is behind,you're alone?

. .

1

charts that accompanied the Robert
Half article in the August issue.
We would like to apologize at this
time to all the professional businesswomen (including our wives who are
out in the business world) for our unintentional sexist attitude engendered by
these illustrations and assure all concerned that our future artwork will not
impart this attitude.
Mandel & Wagreich, Inc.
New York, N. Y.
Let's Project a Forceful Image
I was surprised by the low rating received by management accountants in
the U.S.A., as reported in Robert Hairs
article in August 1980. I agree that licensing is part of the answer, although I
think that professionalism is more appropriate since this would assume our
initiative rather than that of a government. Licensing could then follow the
adopting of professional standards
based on qualification and experience.
Most professional associations require
this before admitting a member. I was
surprised, therefore, to be admitted into
the NAA without the examination of either qualifications or experience.
However, professionalism or licensContinued on page 60
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We'll help you catch up on your
accounting, bookkeeping and edp.
Pa r t o f th e R ob er FH al W f o r g an i z af i o nlo

accoun

mmngh

Ask

th e s pec ializ ed tem porary s ervic e

• ALBUQUERQUE• ALLENT OWN• ATLANTA • BALTIMORE - BIRMINGHAM• BLOOMINGT ON (MN) - BOST ON - BUF FALO
CHICAGO • CINCINNATI • C17YOF COMMERCE (CA) • CLAYT ON • CLEVELAND • CLIF TON (NJ) • COLUMBUS • DALLAS
DAVENPORT • DAYTON • DENVER • DES MOINES • DET ROIT • F ORT WORTH • FRESNO • GRAND RAPIDS • GREENSBORO
HARTF ORD • HAYWARD • HOUST ON • INDIANAPOLIS • JACKSONVILLE • KANSAS CITY • LEXINGT ON
LONG ISLAND • LOS ANGELES, LOUISVILLE • MEMPHIS • MIAMI • MILWAUKEE • MINNEAPOLIS • NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK • OMAHA • ORANGE (CA) • PALO ALTO • PHILADELPHIA • PHOENIX • PITT SBURGH - PORTLAND • PROVIDENCE
SACRAMENTO • ST LOUIS • ST PAUL • SALT LAKE CITY • SAN ANTONIO • SAN F RANCISCO • SAN JOSE • SCHAUMBURG IILI
SEATT LE•ST AMF ORD(CT)• T AMPA • WALNUT CREEK ICA)• WASHINGT ON. D
•WIL MING T ON
CANADA CALGARY • T ORONTO • VANCOUVER • GREAT BRIT AIN: BIRMINGHAM • LONDON
C 1980 R -H International. Inc
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How Utilities Account
to the Regulators
Under GAAP, charitable contributions would be classified
as ordinary operating expenses; in rate - making, however,
authorities may disallow such costs.

By Joseph F. Agnich
How much total revenue should a regulatory
agency allow a utility to collect from its customers? The answer to this question lies in determining the costs that the utility must incur in order to
service its customers. Generally accepted rate making practice holds that the regulated firm
should be allowed to collect total revenues equal
to its cost of providing service.
What types of costs comprise the cost of service? Most utilities follow detailed accounting systems prescribed for them by regulatory bodies.
These uniform accounting practices provide for
the classification oftransactions into various Well defined categories including: (a) operating and
maintenance expenses, (b) depreciation expense,
(c) taxes, and (d) investment. The cost of service
is defined as the sum of (a), (b), and (c) plus a
fair and reasonable return on (d).'
This first principle of rate - making is:
Total Revenue Allowed = Cost ofService
Cost ofService = E + d + T + (V — D) R
The notation in the second equation represents
these factors:
E= Operating and maintenance expenses
d= Depreciation expense
T= Taxes
0025- 1690/81 /6208- 3502/$01.00/0

V= Gross valuation of the utilities' property
D= Accumulated depreciation
R= Allowable rate of return
In other words, it needs revenues sufficient
... to cover proper operating expenses, depreciation expense, and the taxes that would
be payable if the authorized rate of return
were earned, and ... to provide a reasonable
return on the net valuation of the property
used and useful in serving the public.'

Joseph F. Agnich is
district staff manager —
financial studies, The
Chesapeake and
Potomac Telephone
Co. of West Virginia,
West Va.
In the formula above the expression (V —D) is Charleston,
He has an M.S. degree
called the rate base. And the method of detailed in mathematics from
Washington
regulation described above is usually referred to as George
University where he is
"Rate Base —Rate of Return."
currently working on a
This description of rate - making all seems very Ph.D. in economics. He
submitted this article
straightforward so far. Just look at the utilities' through the Southern
West Virginia Chapter,
costs as reflected on their books of account, of
which he is a
of
choose a "fair and reasonable" allowable rate
member.
return, and calculate the cost ofservice. But it is
not so easy in practice. What are costs as defined
for rate - making purposes? Are they necessary to
provide service? If so, are they reasonable? And
what constitutes a fair valuation of the utilities
property? The answer to the last question provides
an interesting historical insight into today's generally accepted rate - making practice.
Valuation of Investment
The history ofdetailed regulation in this counCopyright © 1981 by the National Association of Accountants
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try is in large part the story of how to measure
fairly the value of the company's investment. In
1898, the United States Supreme Court concluded
that firms are entitled to a fair return on a "fair
value" of their property.' For the next 46 years,
regulators, utilities and the courts struggled with
the concept of what is a "fair value." Four methods were used to answer that question:

Currently, all
federal and
most state
regulatory
bodies use the
original cost
method of
valuation, but
the valuation
issue has
returned,
thanks to
inflation.

1. Original Cost is simply "book cost" as we
understand the term. It is easy to compute
and it is convenient. However many people
felt that this measurement understated the
"value" of the company.
2. Reproduction Cost is the cost of rebuilding
the identical plant at today's prices. It is not
as convenient as original cost; it must be developed through studies. This was not entirely satisfactory either. Some felt that it
overstated the "value" of the company because it failed to consider cost savings resulting from technological progress..
3. "Fair Value" is a weighted average of the
first two. New controversies arose over what
weights should be assigned.
4. Replacement Cost is the current cost of
building the same capacity plant today but
using the most efficient technology. Although this may be theoretically closest to
the economic value of the firm, it is also the
most difficult and expensive to determine.
In 1944, the Supreme Court ruled again on this
issue, saying in effect that only the end result is
important, not the method of valuation.' Essentially the valuation issue was considered dead. As
a result, currently all federal and most state regulatory bodies use the original cost method of valuation. But with inflation back and likely to continue for some time, the valuation issue has returned,
too. Regulators and utilities are again struggling
with the same concerns accountants have with inflation accounting.
Uniform System of Accounts
While utilities, their regulators, and the courts
were addressing the question of value, they paid
little attention to the accounting practices being
used. In part this was due to the infancy of regulatory accounting and finance and in part it was due
to abusive business practices common to American industry in the first third of this century.
In the early days of regulation, little attention was paid to the methods ofaccounting used by regulated industries. Notorious
abuses appeared. Operating expenses were
overstated, the investment in plant and
equipment was impossible to ascertain, utility and non - utility businesses were not sepa-
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rated, and overcapitalization —often at the
expense of the investor —was common due
to the lack of reliable figures. Under these
conditions, the goals ofregulation were frustrated ... .`
Obviously there was a need for uniformity.
Today utilities operate under industry -wide uniform systems of accounts. Accurate and consistent records of revenues, operating expenses, depreciation, taxes, income, and investment are
maintained. These systems of accounts are within
the scope of generally accepted accounting principles. But they represent only a starting point for
the regulatory process of rate - making. The answers to the questions posed earlier regarding
what costs are appropriate for inclusion in the
cost of service determination are a matter ofprudent and informed judgment. Between regulatory
jurisdictions and between regulators, utilities and
the courts, there are differences of opinion as to
how these records should be used in the rate -making process.
Rates Are Set for the Future
In order to determine the cost of service, the
regulatory commission must begin with a review
of the utility's operations over a given period of
time. This "record of costs" is referred to as the
"test period." A very convenient test period is the
latest 12 months for which complete financial data
are available.' The regulatory commission examines the test period and determines the cost of
service by applying the formula previously mentioned. Sounds simple enough, but there are complications.
The regulatory commission is looking forward
into the future when setting rates. A historical test
period may not accurately portray the relationships between revenues, expenses, and rate base
that will prevail in the future. The test period may
contain abnormal or non - recurring costs. These
costs must be removed. Then in order to make the
test period representative ofthe future, regulatory
commissions allow the test period to be "normalized," or adjusted to "going- level." In other
words, the test period is adjusted for known and
measurable changes that will prevail during the
immediate and near future but which were not
fully reflected in the test period results. In practice
such adjustments both raise and lower the cost of
service.
In addition to making "going -level adjustments" to the test period, regulatory authorities
often exclude certain types of costs from the cost of- service determination. These excluded or "disallowed" costs are frequently those whose nature
would otherwise have them classified as ordinary
business costs in an unregulated industry. Indeed,
the uniform system of accounts often classifies
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981

such costs separately in order to facilitate their
treatment in the rate - making process.
One example of this type of cost is charitable
contributions. Outside the realm of detailed regulation, generally accepted accounting practice
would classify such costs as ordinary operating
expenses. Even the Internal Revenue Service
views such costs in that manner. But for rate making, regulatory authorities may disallow the
inclusion of charitable contributions from the cost
of service. The effect of a disallowance is to place
the burden of the cost onto the stockholders and
not the rate payers.
The test applied by regulatory authorities in determining which costs will be allowed in the cost
of service can be stated in this manner: Is it necessary and, if so, is it reasonable? The answer is
based on the prudent and informed judgment of
the regulator. Those costs which are found to be
unreason ab le o r un n ecessary fo r th e p ro visio n o f
service by th e utility to its custo m ers will be d isallowed fro m th e co st o f service determin atio n .

Disallowances are often made to investment as
well as the expenses of a utility. If, for example,
the regulatory authority feels that certain types of
investment made by the utility are not used or
useful in serving the public, this investment might
be disallowed from the rate base.
Interest During Construction
One of the main areas where accounting for

public utility rate - making differs from accounting
elsewhere is in the area of capitalizing interest.
Utilities are very capital- intensive.' Their construction programs involve huge sums of money
and long periods of time for completion of major
projects. During the period of construction, investor- supplied funds are tied up, with no revenues
being generated by the plant undergoing construction. Therefore, in order to compensate investors
for their foregone earnings while their funds are
tied up in construction, regulatory authorities
have permitted the capitalization of Interest During Construction (IDC).' This capitalized interest
is added to the utilities' investment in Plant Under
Construction (PUC). Utilities are then compensated for their investment in plant under construction on a deferred basis through the resulting
higher depreciation charges after the plant goes
in to service. In t his wa y, t oda y's ra te p aye rs are
not required to be ar t he en tire cost of finan cing
the construction project. That cost is borne by
rate payers over the service life of the plant. The
rate of in teres t is arbit rary, but based on actual
costs of alternative sources of funds and subject to
approval by the regulatory authorities.
Consider the exam p le of a n ew building being
constructed in 1978 at a cost of $100,000 to go

"into service" in 1979. At an IDC rate of 10% in
1978, the plant- under - construction account would
be debited for $10,000 (10 %n times $100,000) and
an income account would be credited for $10,000.
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This non -cash source of income, although booked
in 1978 will not be realized in 1978, but rather on
a deferred basis starting in 1979 when the building
goes into service. At that time the building will be
shown on the books at a cost of $110,000 and that
amount will be depreciated.
Table 1
Alternative Methods of Ht codling IDC
1. Total plant under construction
2. x Required rate of return

$110,000
11%
$12,100
10,000

3. Required total net earnings
4. Less: I.D.C. as income
5. Required additional net earnings
6. Revenue equivalent of Line 3
7. Revenue equivalent of Line 5

$ 2,100
$ 24,200
$ 4,200

T able 2
Required Rate of Return Analysis
As of December 31, 1978

Component

Ratio

Cost

Debt
Equity

50%
50%
100%

8.00%
14.00%

Weighted
cost
4.00%
7,00%
11.00%

Table 3
Income Statement
Year ended December 31, 1978
$300,000

Operating revenues
Less: operating and maintenance expenses
Wages and salaries
All other
Depreciation expense
Taxes other than federal income
Federal income taxes
Net operating income
Other income (IDCI
Other deductions (contributions)
Income available for capital obligations
Interest
Net income

170,000
$100,000
70,000
36,000
12,000
26,000
56,000
10,000
4,000
62,000
30,000
32,000

Often when a utility files for a rate increase with
its regulatory agency, the utility seeks to earn currently on its investment in plant under construction. In order to accomplish this objective, the
utility would request that its investment in plant
under construction be included in the rate base
with no concomitant capitalization of interest for
rate - making purposes. The amount of additional
revenues required by the utility for it to earn an
overall level of, say, 11% is different, depending
on how IDC is handled. This is demonstrated in
Table 1.
If plant- under - construction is permitted to earn
at the level of 11% currently for rate - making purposes, the utility will need increased rates to yield
20

an additional $24,200 in revenues. If IDC is capitalized for rate - making purposes, the utility will
need increased rates to yield an additional $4,200
in revenues. In the former case, the utility will
realize $12,100 in net earnings currently while in
the latter case the utility will realize $2,100 currently and $10,000 on a deferred basis over the
service life of the plant.
Rate of Return
A great deal of time in rate hearings is devoted
to the rate -of -return issue. What is a fair and reasonable rate of return the utility should have the
opportunity to earn? This issue has been weighed
by the courts and the following criteria have
emerged:
A public utility is entitled to such rates as
will permit it to earn a return on the value of
the property which it employs for the convenience of the public equal to that generally
being made at the same time and in the same
general part of the country on investments
in other business undertakings which are attended by corresponding risks and uncertainties; but it has no constitutional right to
profits such as are realized or anticipated in
highly profitable enterprises or speculative
ventures. The return should be reasonably
sufficient to assure confidence in the financial soundness of the utility and should be
adequate, under efficient and economical
management, to maintain and support its
credit and enable it to raise the money necessary for the proper discharge of its public
duties. A rate of return may be reasonable at
one time and become too high or too low by
changes affecting opportunities for investment, the money market and business conditions generally.'
The above passage was written in 1923. In
1944, in another landmark case the issue was further addressed:
it is important that there be enough revenue

...
not only for operating expenses but also for the
capital costs of the business. These include
service on the debt and dividends on the stock.
By that standard the return to the equity
...
owner should be commensurate with risks on
investments in other enterprises having corresponding risks. That return, moreover, should
be sufficient to assure confidence in the financial integrity of the enterprise, so as to maintain its credit and to attract capital.'°
In order to determine the required rate of return, utilities and regulatory agencies often hire
experts who study investor expectations of earnMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981

Filing for a Rate Increase
Thus far, some of the concepts underlying accounting for public utility rate - making have been
discussed. Let us now develop a hypothetical example of a filing for rate increase.
Assume that the income statement shown in
Table 3 and the balance sheet shown in Table 4
portray the financial condition of the Public Utility Company for the year 1978.
Let us make these additional assumptions:

1. A fair and reasonable overall return for the
utility is 10 %.
2. The wage increase is a necessary and reasonable increase in the cost of service.
3. Some advertising expenses incurred in the
test year were designed only to promote the
image of the utility, and therefore should be
borne exclusively by the stockholders.
4. Charitable contributions are not a necessary
Table 4
Balance Sheet
As of December 31, 1978
Plant in service
Less: accumulated depreciation

$900,000
300,000

Net plant in service
Plant under construction
Materials and supplies

600,000
110,000
40,000

Total assets

750,000

Long -term debt
Common stock

375,000
375,000

Total liabilities
and stockholders equity

750,000

Table 5
Cost of Service Deficiency
Test Year 1978
Rate base
Net plant in service
Plant under construction
Materials and supplies
Required rate of return

$750,000
$600,000
110,000
40,000
11

Required net earnings
Federal income taxes'
Other taxes
Operating and maintenance expenses
Wages at going - level'
Other expenses
Contributions
Depreciation expense

82,500
52,500
12,000
189,000
115,000
70,000
4,000

Total cost of service
Less: test year revenues

36,000
372,000
300,000

Cost of service deficiency

72,000

'Computation of FIT I'assumes 50% tax ratel:
Required net earnings
82,500
Less: interest
30,000
Return adjusted FIT' 52,500
'Since the test period reflected only $5,000 of a $20.000 annual increase
in wages, a going -level adjustment of $15,000 (the annual value less the
amount reflected in the test year) is required.
=

1. The test period is 1978.
2. The utility is seeking the opportunity to earn
an overall return of 11 %, equivalent to a
14 %n return on equity.
3. A wage increase was negotiated between the
utility and its labor union in 1978. The annual value of the award was $20,000, effective on October 1, 1978. This implies that
the test period reflects only one -fourth of the
total annual award, or $5,000.
4. The utility feels that its contributions should
be included in the cost of service.
5. The utility feels that its plant under construction should be included in the rate base
with no capitalization of interest for ratemaking.

mula defined earlier, the cost of service would be
calculated as shown in Table 5. Under the above
assumptions, the Public Utility Company would
file for a rate increase of $72,000.
Now suppose that after conducting an audit of
the utility and holding hearings during which evidence was taken regarding the utility's position on
various issues, the regulatory authorities find the
following:

%

ings and who can evaluate the relevant risks.
These experts then present their testimony to the
regulators who, using their prudent and informed
judgment, based on the evidence of record in the
proceedings, determine a fair and reasonable rate
of return for the utility. Many factors play a role
in this process, not the least of which are constitutional issues, due process of law, financial expertise, economic projections and so on. For example, let us assume that one expert in this area has
developed the "cocktail mix" shown in Table 2.
All of the information in Table 2 would come
from the company's books of account except for
the cost of equity capital.'' That figure would be
the expert's determination of what investors will
require if the utility is to meet the "financial integrity," "capital attraction," and "comparable earnings" tests mentioned by the courts.
It is important to understand that the rate of
return finding represents a level of earnings that
the utility has the opportunity to earn. It is not a
guaranteed level of earnings. Also the rate of return finding is usually viewed as a "cap" or maximum level of earnings. It is not uncommon for
regulatory bodies to issue "show cause" orders to
utilities which earn in excess of this figure. Hearings would then be held in which the utility must
"show cause" why its rates should not be reduced.

Given these assumptions, how would the utility
calculate its cost of service and how much of an
increase in rates would be required? Using the forMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981
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Table 6
Cost of Service Deficiency
Test year 1978
$640,000

Rate base
Net plant in service
Materials and supplies
Authorized rate of return

$600,000
40,000
10%
64,000
34,000
12,000
181,500

Authorized net earnings
Federal income taxes'
Other taxes
Operating and maintenance expenses
Test period amount per books
Going -level adjustment to wages
Advertising disallowance
Depreciation expense

170,000
15,000
(3,500)
36,000
327,500
300,000

Total cost of service
Less: test year revenues
Cost of service deficiency

27,500

My purpose here was to acquaint the reader
with some of the accounting practices used in the
regulation of public utilities through the development of a hypothetical case. This example, however simple, should not obscure the fact that these
matters can be extremely complex in the real
world. Issues such as the rate - making treatment of
tax - timing differences arising from the use of accelerated depreciation and investment tax credits,
transactions with affiliates, fuel -price adjustments,
and rate design were not discussed. The underlying legal and economic implications of rate -making are very important and volumes upon volumes
have been written about these aspects, but an elementary understanding of accounting for public
utility rate - making and some familiarity with its
terminology is necessary for anyone who plans
further study.
El

'Computation of FIT ('assumes 50% tax rate)
Required net earnings
Less: interest

64,000
30,000

Return adjusted = FIT'

34,000

' This terminology follows that contained to Paul 1. Garfield and Wallace F. Love Public Utility Economics, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1964.
toy,
Ibid.. p. 45.

part of the cost of service.
5, Plant under construction should not be included in the rate base,
Given these findings, the regulatory agency
would calculate a different cost of service as
shown in Table 6. As a result, the Public Utility
Company would be granted a rate increase of
$27,500 instead of the $72,000 it had requested.

Mark
Your
Calendar
ati
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' Smyth Y. Ames er al.. 169 U.S. 466 (1898).
' Federal Power Commission el al. Y. Hope Natural Gas Co.. 320 U.S. 591 (1944).
' Charles F. Phillips, Jr.. The Economics of Regulation. Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
Homewood, Ill.. 1969.
A few jurisdictions, however, use "future test periods" which are based on forecasted operating data rather than actual per books data.
For example, the amount of investment required to generate one dollar in revenues in 1977 was S.42 for General Electric, S.31 for General Motors, $.50 for
Exxon, and over $2.00 for the Bell System. (Source: S&P Compustat Smites,
Inc.).
" Another term frequently seen is Allowance For Funds Used During Construction
(AFUDC). Similarly. another term synonymous with Plant Under Construction is
Construction Work in Progress (CWIP).
B Bluefield Water Works & Improvement Ca v. Public Service Commission
of West
Virginia, 262 U.S. 679, 692 -93 (1923), as quoted in Garfield and Lovejoy.
10 Federal Power Commission er at v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591, 603
(1944), as quoted in Garfield and Lovejoy.
11 This is not always true. If, for example, the cost of debt financing is expected to
change. then projected rather than embedded debt ants might be used. Or, an
objective capital structure, rather than an actual capital structure, might be used.
Also, if the utility is a wholly -owned subsidiary, then the capital structure of the
consolidated system might be used.

Continuing Education Program, Spring 1981
February 23 -27, Tulsa, Williams Plaza
March 9 -13, New York, Roosevelt Hotel
March 23 -27, Nashville, Hyatt Regency
April 27 -May 1, San Francisco, Sheraton Palace
May 18 -22, Chicago, Hyatt Regency O'Hare
June 1 -5, Hartford, Sonesta
Special Conference, Spring 1981
May 12 -14, New York, New York Statler
For further information, contact Patrick L- Romano, Continuing
Education Department, NAA, (212) 754 -9759.
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Alabama Gas Corp. Estimates
Unbilled Energy
Using statistical techniques, this utility now can more accurately
report its interim earnings.

By William G. Rasmussen
Many utility distribution companies follow a common accounting practice that results in a substantial mismatch of revenues and related expenses in
interim periods. Although this method is generally accepted and has been applied consistently over
time, in recent years many companies have sought
alternative practices which can provide more accurate matching of purchased energy costs to sales
revenues and thereby provide a true picture of
earnings. Alabama Gas Corp. has developed such
an approach and has incorporated it into its accounting system successfully.
The matching problem originates with the staggered system of customer billing required because
of the necessity to read the meter dials manually
at each service location. To level the workload,
approximately 5% of total customers are billed
each business day. This practice, known as cycle billing, is employed by most utilities. Each cycle
group in such a billing system has a different calendar period although all customers are billed for
a similar number of days.
Because most customers continue to consume
energy from their billing read -date until the end of
the calendar month, a large volume of energy is
purchased by the utility and distributed to its cus0025 - 1690/81 /6208- 3669/$ 01.00/0

tourers but not billed until the following month.
Most companies have no way to identify accurately the volumes that have not been billed so, as a
consequence, charge the full cost of the purchased
energy to expense in the month of purchase.
Those unbilled volumes are included, together
with normal system losses and measurement deviation, in a volume pool generally referred to as
"Unaccounted- For." This unaccounted -for quantity is the difference between the month's purchased -volumes and the month's billed volumes.
Some utilities have devised methods to estimate
their unbilled volumes. These companies either
accrue corresponding revenues or defer corresponding purchased energy costs associated with
estimated unbilled volumes. The unbilled energy
concept is illustrated graphically in Figure 1.

William G. Rasmussen
is coordinator of rates
and forecasting
systems with Alabama
Gas Corp. He received
an MBA degree from
the University of
Alabama in
Birmingham. He is a
member of the South
Birmingham Chapter,
through which this
article was submitted.

A Different Approach
Alabama Gas Corp., whose principal business
is the distribution of natural gas, was one of the
first gas utilities to develop and use a computerized statistical model that estimates unbilled volumes. The model estimates unbilled volumes each
month to an accuracy level usually within f2%
oftrue usage for a given month and 0.3% of true
usage for the total year. Our independent auditors
have studied the method and found it acceptable
Copyright © 1981 by the National Association of Accountants
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ESTIMATED
GAS CONSUMPTION

The entire
population is
used for
generating the
utility's model
rather than a
statistical
sample.

for the company's financial reporting purposes.
Each month our accounting department develops simple regression curves for each cycle of customers with similar usage characteristics at each
of several geographic locales in the company's
service area. The entire population is used as a
basis for generating the linear model rather than a
statistical sample of the customer population. This
approach eliminates any possibility of sampling
error. As illustrated in Figure 2, these curves produce a temperature- sensitive load factor and a residual or base load factor.
Figure 2

Temperature - sensitive load factor

'

-

Residual or base load factor

Degrees F below base temperature

Regression curves generated from the current
month's billing records are used to determine daily volumes for the billed portion of the calendar
month's deliveries. To estimate the unbilled portion of the month, Alabama Gas uses a three -year
historical curve which has been developed by the
same technique and stored for access by the comMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981

puter. We apply an estimated conservation rate to
the historical data to compensate for changing
trends in customer usage. By using estimated customer counts and actual temperatures, the unknown portion of the month is estimated and
combined with the known portion to arrive at the
estimated monthly cycle - billed deliveries. As actual billing data become available in succeeding
months, we correct this estimate for error deviations.
How the Model Works
The total delivered volumes comprise a large
number of separate estimates, each dealing with a
unique population of customers having similar
characteristics. The company has seven geographically distinct areas and 21 billing cycles, each
with five different customer classes— residential,
small commercial, large commercial, multiple
housing, and small industrial. Industrial users of
very large quantities are not involved in the cycle billed estimating process; their usage is metered
daily, and any volumes not billed are known and
recognized independent of the cycle - billed customers.
Out of a total population of 350,000 customers,
455 unique curves are developed for each month.
Geographic areas differ in temperature pattern;
cycle groups differ by consumption period; and
usage patterns differ by class of customer. Statistically, the variance is minimized and the accuracy
of the estimate enhanced by treating each group
as a separate population.
The slope factor of each regression curve determines the volume associated with each degree of
temperature below a standard base temperature
25

Estimates are
completed and
checked out
within five days
after the
monthly billing
cycle is run.

for each customer and is applied equally to each
day of the consumption period. The intercept factor of the curve determines the amount of residual
consumption per customer after the temperature sensitive volume has been deducted and is apportioned equally to each day of the consumption period.
The computer model calculates the curves, applies the customer counts, and allocates the customer- weighted factors to the days of the billing
period for each cycle as described. The model
then summarizes all factors by day, applies the
daily mean temperatures, and calculates the estimated daily deliveries for each customer class in
each geographic area. Curve factors are reported
by cycle group on a per- customer and all- customer basis. Volume estimates are reported by cycle
and by calendar day and month,
As a check for accuracy, unbilled volumes are
calculated by two different methods: a monthly
change method and an unbilled balance method.
In the monthly change method, actual cycle- billed
volumes are subtracted from the estimated calendar month deliveries. This monthly change is
posted to the total unbilled volume balance. In the
unbilled balance method, unbilled volume is calculated as the sum of all estimated daily deliveries
in the current month for each cycle after the date
of each last billed meter reading plus one half of
the volume of the last billed reading day (because

the readings are taken throughout the day). The
two methods produce very similar estimates and
therefore act as a check on one another.
We use a number of other controls at each step
in the process to verify the accuracy of the curve
factors and the estimated volumes. The final and
most important test of reasonableness is the resulting volume of unaccounted-for gas; that is, it
is the volume of deliveries to the total system remaining after subtracting the billed volumes and
the estimated change in the unbilled volume. This
figure is lost gas, and its volume remains fairly
constant on an annual basis but fluctuates by
month primarily because of temperature. Historical analysis of prior years by the computer model
verifies the temperature - sensitive pattern and provides a useful benchmark of volumes for budgeting normal unaccounted -for quantities and for
testing the reasonableness of unbilled estimates
generated by the system each month.
Operational Requirements and Effects on
Earnings
Operationally, the system requires approximately six hours of run time on the company's
computer and the part -time services of one programmer and one clerk. Estimates usually are
completed and checked out within five days after
the final monthly billing cycle is run. All billing
data are provided automatically from computer

Table 1
Summarized Quarterly Financial Data (Unaudited)
19 7 9 F is c al q uarte rs
In thousands (exce pt p er s hare amounts)

$50,090

$50,090

5,673

631

1,455

(203)

677

(741)

4,368

4,928

(192)

632

(1,098)

325
1,002

(741)

4,368

4,928

(192)

632

(1,098)

$32

$(.40)

$2.19

$2.48

$(.12)

$.30

$(.58)

_

$91,453

5,113

$45,619

-

-

-

-

-

1,398

-

-

.16
-

Cumulative ef fec t o f acco unting
change
Earnings (loss) per share common
stock

$91,453

120)

$50,186

-

Earnings (loss) per share common
stock: Befo re cumulative e ffect
of ac counting c hange

$50,186

Restated

-

Cumulative ef fec t o f acco unting
change
Net income (loss)

Restated

As
reported

-

Operating income (loss)
Income (loss) be fore cumulative
effe ct of acco unting change

As
reported

Restated

As
reported

As
reported

-

Operating revenue

Fourth

Third

Second

Frost

.48

(.40)

2.19

2.48

(1 2)

(.58)

.30

19 7 8 F is cal quarte rs
In thousands (e xcept per share amounts)
Fourth
Third
Second
As
As
As
As
Pro forma reported Pro forma reported Pro forma reported Pro forma reported
First

Operating re venue
Operating income (loss)
Net income (loss)
Earnings (loss) per share
com mo n s to ck

26

$73,681

$73,681

$40,307

$40,307

5,419

6,064

761

1,668

(540)

1,357

522
(2281

4,678

5,323

118

1,025

(1,222)

(507)
(1,189)

$.66

$(.14)

$2.35

$2.67

$.04

$50

$(.65)

$(.63)

$42,246
2,107

$42,246

$35,436

$35,436
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Table 2
Fiscal 1980 Deferred Gas Costs
Thousands of cubic feet

Balance @ 9 -30 -79
October 1979
November
December
January 1980
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

Actual
cycle
billings

Estimated
cycle
deliveries

2,150,694
2,980,320
5,362,106
6,715,455
7,242,501
6,634,278
4,102,800
2,177,103
1,400,715
1,262,144
1,232,026
1,201,771

1,590,833
4,737,143
6,730,638
7,033,289
7,434,737
4,967,883
2,546,072
1,462,914
1,305,201
1,299,207
1,248,927
1,197,728

Estimated
unbilled
volumes

Other
adjusted
volumes

559,861
16,441
1,756,823 1103,778)
1,368,502
181,030)
317,834
(8,186)
192,236
(61,770)
(1,666,395)
(65,982)
(1,556,728) 195,866
(714,189)
16,426
(95,514)
(61,867)
37,063
(36,755)
16,901
(58,468)
(4,4031 (30,485)

Net change fiscal 1980

Unbilled
volumes
balance

887,649
1,463,951
3,116,966
4,404,498
4,714,146
4,844,612
3,112,235
1,751,373
1,053,610
896,229
896,537
854,970
820,082

Deferred cost'
due to accounting change
current
Cumulative

$1,102,907
3,160,050
2,451,354
597,950
277,349
(3,327,365)
(2,613,673)
(1,335,664)
(304,375)
4,259
(75,3881
170,121)

(67,567)

$1,702,444
2,805,351
5,965,401
8,416,755
9,014,705
9,292,054
5,964,689
3,351,016
2,015,352
1,710,977
1,715,236
1,639,848
1,569,727
$032,717)

'Deferred cost = unbilled volumes balance X base commodity cost in current month.

files, and the current year's billing data are retained for inclusion in the historical data bank for
use in subsequent estimates. Alabama Gas Corp.
took about six months to develop the system.
Effects of the accounting change have been published in our annual report covering the two -year
period prior to adoption of the change. Table 1
shows the restated 1979 earnings and the pro forma 1978 earnings compared with earnings as reported before adoption of the accounting change.
Alabama Gas Corp.'s business is seasonal and
strongly influenced by weather conditions. Table 2
shows volumetric data and corresponding deferred costs for the 1980 fiscal year. Footnotes attached to 1979 financial statements explain the cumulative effect of the accounting change on 1979
net income:
In September 1979, the Company
changed, retroactive to October 1, 1978, its
method of accounting for the commodity
cost of gas purchased by deferring that portion of such cost (previously charged to expense) applicable to gas delivered to customers but not yet billed and recorded as

This method
allows Alabama
Gas to provide
a more
accurate
reporting of
earnings.

revenue. This method was adopted to
achieve a better matching of expense with
revenue, particularly during interim reporting periods within the fiscal year. The accounting change net of deferred income taxes of $316,000 resulted in an increase in net
income for 1979 of $325,000 (16¢ per common share) which represents the cumulative
effect on operations in years prior to 1979.
Other than the cumulative effect in 1979,
the accounting change had no significant effect on the results of operations in 1979 and
1978 because (I) the operation of the Purchased Gas Adjustment clauses has had the
effect of deferring the increases in gas costs
occurring since the adjustment of base rates
in 1977, and (2) there were no significant changes in volumes deferred at the fiscal year -ends.
The significance of Alabama Gas Corp.'s computerized method lies in its ability to provide a
more accurate reporting of earnings. We are now
also able to provide a reasonable estimate of lost
gas volumes on a monthly basis.
F�

CEP Price Reduction
There has been a price reduction for the CEP three -day
courses for Spring 1981. The correct price for a three day course , beginning with the program at Williams
Plaza in Tulsa, Feb. 23 -27, should be: Members, $395;
Nonmembers, $445.
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NAA Executive Director
Targets Goals
His objective is twofold, says Robert L. Shultis:
to enhance the professionalism of NAA and of the
management accountant and to improve service to its members
by improving the operation and administration of the Association.

Robert L. Shultis joined the NAA staff' in August
1980 as Executive Director. He has had wide experience in the accounting field including positions in
corporate finance and with a public accounting
firm, and he has lectured and written on accounting topics. Prior to his appointment, he was vice
president — corporate controller of Technicon. Mr.
Shultis joined the Association in 1956 and later
helped organize the Morristown Chapter. He served
on the chapter board in many capacities, culminating in the presidency, 1962 -63. He also served on
the NAA Committee on Publications and the Steering Committee for the Institute of Management
Accounting. During 1976 -80, he was a member of
the Management Accounting Practices Committee
and acted as NAA's spokesman before public hearings of the Financial Accounting Standards Board.
Recently, the new Executive Director discussed his
goals for the Association in an interview in his office
by editors Robert F. Randall and Kathy Williams.
How do you see your mandate as given to you by
the Executive Committee in your position as Executive Director?
Perhaps "objective" might be a better word
than "mandate." Anyway, let me say, first of all,
that the Association is a fine organization with
dedicated, hard - working members and a fine staff,
P8

it runs well, and I'm proud to be associated with
it. The objective which I have been given is twofold: one, to enhance the professional image of the
Association and its members and, by so doing, to
increase its influence over matters of its concern.
Second, to enlarge and improve our services to
our members by improving the operations and administration of the Association. The first I look
upon as the most important aspect because it represents the future of the Association. We are the
largest association devoted to management accounting in the world, with an impressive membership roster, and we should have proportionate
weight and influence concerning economic, business and accounting affairs.
Does that mean that you will be speaking out
on behalf of the Association?
Yes. I expect that that will be one of my major
responsibilities over the next few years. We have
already made certain strides along these lines. For
example, the NAA will have representation on the
Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council. [See page 12.] This group guides the Financial
Accounting Standards Board in its standard -setting activities. In addition to that, I would expect
that there will be opportunities to voice an opinion as to matters of an accounting and business
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981
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and other publications,
speaking engagements before NAA chapters, and
other forums. Through our MAP Committee, of
course, the Association also makes NAA's position known at all FASB public hearings and elsewhere.
Is this a change in any way from the traditional
role of the Executive Director?
It is a little difficult to say, not having been in
the chair for more than three or four months, but
I would expect that it is. I look upon the Executive Director to take an activist's role, particularly
in matters of a technical accounting nature. This,
of course, is in addition to his role as chief administrative executive of the Association. Yes, I think
it does represent a change, at least in emphasis.
What changes do you plan to make in the staff
organization structure to implement the mandate
given to you by the Executive Committee?
I have been evaluating the staff since joining the
Association in August, and the changes which I
plan to make generally follow those originally
suggested by the Program Evaluation Group. The
structure recommended by the PEG Committee
was not a rigid requirement and my mandate was
to use my own judgment to modify these recommendations to the extent that I felt was necessary.
One change which has already taken place is that
we have appointed Jack Vavasour as managing
director for meetings and chapter operations, to
take advantage of his considerable NAA and other association knowledge in this important area.
Another change which is anticipated is the selection of a managing director for professional services. This person would help me meet one of the
vital objectives which I referred to earlier, namely
enhance the professionalism of the Association.
We very definitely want NAA to become the leading spokesman for the management accountant.
With its nearly 100,000 members, it should have
more influence within the business community
and accounting world than it has had in the past.
In addition, as part of his job, this person will also
contribute to the direction of all other professional
activities with which we are concerned.
I think your answer there gets into the long range and short -range goals of the Association.
Are there other Association goals besides more
influence?
Yes. Certainly one of the NAA's major thrusts
has always been to supply education and practical
training for the management accountant, both the
budding management accountant and the more
experienced management accounting manager.
We expect that through our research efforts and
through our education programs this, too, will
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ FEBRUARY 1981

continue to grow. I expect our research activities
to expand and to become more immediately responsive to the needs of our members and the
business community at large.
What do you see as the membership figure at
the end of the decade? Do you think that we have
a good potential for growth in members?
There is a huge potential for growth in members. The figure of one million accountants currently employed in the United States has been
used. Since the NAA can serve all accountants,
that is our total potential market. Of these, roughly 500,000 are now employed in industry in every
capacity from junior accountant to senior vice
president of finance. That would be our primary
market. We now have less than 20% of this primary market as members. I would hope that our
growth over the next ten years should be to at
least 200,000 members. That is my personal target. If it is not met, I will be very disappointed.

r� �.

Do you also foresee the addition of more new
services for our members?
One of the things which has impressed me most
about NAA has been the wide range of services it
currently offers to its members. And one of the
things which has struck me most strongly during
my travels has been that many members do not
know of or do not avail themselves of our services
which presently exist. A major effort, I think,
should be toward increasing this awareness and
making our services better used. I could cite a
couple of examples —the technical inquiry service
which now has an average of about five inquiries a
day. Certainly it is a very valuable service which
can be considerably expanded if the members will
only avail themselves of it. Another area which
should be expanded is the Continuing Education
and Self -Study Programs. A large percentage of
our membership does not avail itself of this opportunity either.
Looking ahead to the expansion of the services,
I would expect that we will be broadening our
field of interest somewhat because many manage-

ment accountants move on or aspire to move on
to more general management positions within
their companies. I would hope that we could help
them improve their skills along these lines by expanding our services in this area. This is still educational, but not strictly in a technical accounting
sense. We presently offer some excellent programs
looking to help participants improve their ability
to communicate, for example. Our responsive activities within the accounting and business communities can probably be enhanced by getting
greater feedback from our membership as emerging issues arise and not after the fact. The Management Accounting Practices Committee plans a
major increase in the number and scope of the
statements which it issues. Also, as we grow, I
think there will be opportunities to serve the special interests of some of our members— perhaps by
industry, by organization size, or by area of specialization.
In other words, you're talking about more emphasis on the management part of management
accounting?
Yes. It has been my experience that management accountants do indeed have an image problem, and one of the reasons why they have an
image problem is that they are sometimes too
technically oriented and not sufficiently business
oriented. It is the rare management accountant
who can communicate with a business - oriented
person on a business level as opposed to an accounting level. I'd like to see this change over
time.
Do you think we can change that by scheduling
more CEP courses?
Certainly more CEP courses or different CEP
courses would be one approach. A change in the
chapter technical programs is another possibility;
articles in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING are a
third possibility. Research studies with a slightly
different direction also are an approach to be considered.
I think this leads to a question we were going to
ask you concerning the dichotomy between the
management accountant and the certified public
accountant. Do you think that this dichotomy will
increase in the years ahead? Will they emerge as
two distinct subdisciplines of accounting?
If you are referring to the practicing public accountant, then I think, yes, there is a definite dichotomy between the two, which I would expect
to grow. The attestation function, which is the
practicing public accountants' primary responsibility, is an important one and we certainly want
to encourage the practicing public accountant's
continued contribution to the NAA. The NAA
will always have room for accountants with a
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981

wide variety ofinterests, but the primary thrust of
NAA probably should be on "the other side of the
fence "; it will be for and by the management accountant. As we enhance our professionalism
through the CMA program, through research
studies, through our responsive activities, and so
on, I would expect that there will be less of an
image problem for the management accountant
than we have now and more professional recognition for the management accountant.
You also touched upon the research area in
your last answer. I wondered if you could say a
little more about how you envisage any new directions in research?
I think the research activities should proceed
along two avenues. The first one is the one that
the research activities are currently taking, which
are generally of a technical accounting nature and
not directed primarily toward the emerging issues
of the day. The second avenue would be to direct
a portion of our research activities toward these
emerging issues. We must anticipate what these
issues will be and be there with helpful, useful
studies at the time they are needed.
I would also expect —and have already been in
touch with the Financial Accounting Standards
Board —that NAA would help them with some of
the basic research work, the basic leg work, if you
will, on accounting issues which face the Board.
This will be a twofold opportunity for us: it would
allow us to contribute to the accounting standards- setting activities before the standards are
actually set; it will also continue to demonstrate
our full support of the FASB in a practical way.
What do you foresee as the relationship between NAA and IMA? Should NAA be offering
special services to those who hold CMA certificates?
We mentioned perhaps setting up areas of special interest for special groups. The certificate
holders represent at least a portion of the "technical cream" of the National Association of Accountants. As such, they may be more interested
in certain aspects ofmanagement accounting, particularly technical aspects of management accounting than many of our other members. I
would hope, therefore, that we will be able, under
the umbrella of the NAA, to offer special programs for certificate holders or aspiring certificate
holders. And also for other specialists as well.
I wanted to get this question in about college
curricula, too. What do you see as the problem
with college curricula now as concerns management accounting and the training and education of
management accountants? You were a corporate
executive so you probably have had direct experience with some of the graduates who came out of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981

college and into your company?
Influencing the change in college curricula is
probably one of the greatest opportunities for the
management accountant and for the NAA over
the next decade. It has been my experience both as
a student, then as a junior accountant and then
later on ... much later on ... as an accounting
executive, that, by and large, colleges have trained
auditors. They don't train management accountants. Now this statement is a generalization and is
fraught with the usual perils of any generalization.
There are many colleges offering excellent courses
now in the management accounting field, but not
enough of them, and the emphasis has been in the
public accounting direction. Also, one of the biggest weaknesses of college curricula fight now is
that they are training accountants to be accountants. They are not training them to be business
men and business women or to communicate with
business people. The management accountant
should be a businessman or business woman first
and an accountant second,

"The
management
accountant
should be a
businessman or
business
woman first
and an
accountant
second. "

I believe that we are already active in this area,
on the accrediting board.
Yes, the Accreditation Council of the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business is
doing good work in this regard and we are fully
supportive of their efforts. We hope to be able to
continue to contribute to their curriculum- setting
activities.
Why should an accounting graduate go into
management accounting or corporate accounting,
rather than public accounting today?
I think it's a matter of personal choice. Most
accounting students see the public accounting
field as the glamour field. But the management
accounting field is where much of the action is.
The public accountant attests to financial statements that have been prepared by the management accountant. This is a very vital role, without
which business could not function as it functions
today. However, generally this is an after - the -fact
situation. If the aspiring accountant wants to influence the bottom line his best avenue to do this
is through the management accounting field, instead of as a public accountant.
Why has the CPA become a glamour profession
even though management accounting, as you
know it, is a very exciting job? Why is the image
different in the public eye?
I think, probably, that there are two reasons.
First of all, the CPA and his organization, the
AICPA, got there first. They became important,
particularly in the '30s when the Securities & Exchange Commission was established and independent public accountants' opinions were required
of all publicly -held companies. They have done
31
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Last Fall, NAA surveyed the chief financial officers of the 1,300
largest corporations about the economic outlook. The largest segment
(33010) agreed that the recession would end in the second quarter of
1981. Surprisingly, only 9 076 thought the recession had ended in the
final quarter of 1980 as maintained by business and government
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"Many ... still
fail to recognize
the tremendous
contribution to
the bottom line
that the
management
accountant...
can make. "

very well in continuing to enhance the image of
being the accounting expert. And I take nothing
away from them in this regard. As I said before,
they certainly perform a vital, needed function.
That function is as an independentaccounting expert. It is this "independence" which is needed by
the investing community. Moreover, I think management accountants have suffered from the "arm
band" and "green eye shade" image for many,
many years, and it is only within the past 20
years, through the efforts oforganizations such as
NAA, that their real contribution to the business
world has started to be appreciated. The students,
and probably many of the professors influencing
them, still fail to recognize the tremendous contribution to the bottom line that the management
accountant and the accounting executive can
make. As budgeting, forecasting and many of the
newer accounting techniques become more important in the business world, why, I think this image
will change . . . provided management accountants learn to communicate.
What can NAA do to change this image?
We talked about working with those concerned
in the academic world to change the accounting
curriculum. I think that is certainly one of the
major ways we can help change this image. The
CMA program is another very important aspect.
It marks the first time that there has been a well recognized symbol or evidence of expertise in
management accounting. Up until this program
was developed, a management accountant could
mean anything, and still does in many areas, from
a junior bookkeeper to a senior corporate officer.
In connection with our work to improve the image and the professionalism of the management
accountant, do you see our status as an association (501)(c)(3) organization changing at all?
We are and will remain primarily an educational group. Enhancing our professional image does
not mean that we are for one minute restricting
our membership. Those persons interested in
learning about accounting are always welcome.
Therefore, I would expect that our present
(50 1 ) (c) (3) status would remain unchanged:
Do you see any possibility of NAA seeking
some sort of a legal certificate such as Robert
Half has been advocating?
This has been discussed very extensively within
the Association and most recently by the Board of
Regents ofthe Institute ofManagement Accounting. It is the unanimous opinion of this group that
there is at present no reason for licensing of the
CMA. A professional license is for the protection
ofthe public rather than to enhance the certificate
holders' image. This recognition in itself will come
as the CMA becomes more widely known
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throughout the business community. I see no need
for protection of the business community and
therefore no need for licensing the management
accountant.
In a recent article in The Wall Street Journal,
somebody in a survey mentioned the fact that he
thought accountants were not versatile enough.
They stuck to the figures, and he felt they were
too narrowly oriented. Do you think that this is a
problem with corporate management accountants
who gather and present the figures to top management but often do not present any analysis of the
figures or give management any ideas of how they
can be changed? Do you think that is a problem
and can we help out if it is a problem?
That is most assuredly a problem. It harks back
to the comment I made earlier about the management accountant needing to broaden his outlook
by becoming a businessman first and an accountant second. In my earlier years, and not too many
years ago at that, I had a boss who commented on
several occasions to me and to some of my staff,
that we were talking and thinking like bookkeepers and not like businessmen. This is a very prevalent attitude among management accountants.
Business executives are frequently unhappy with
what they are getting from the management accountants. The NAA can help through its educational program by setting up courses, seminars,
meetings to make the management accountant
aware of the need to think like a businessman and
act like a businessman instead of like a bookkeeper. Chapter meetings, national conferences, our
publications can all help. Service by a NAA member as a committee member, chairman, officer and
so forth can help that member personally as well.
Helping to increase the management accountant's
contribution to his business is certainly one of the
major goals of the NAA over the next decade.
Women in accounting are having an image
problem, too. What do you think NAA can do to
help the woman management accountant improve
her image?
I think it's a question of what the woman accountant can do to help herself. The NAA has
had several women national vice presidents,
many, many women chapter presidents —the
number is increasing all the time —and it offers an
opportunity for the aspiring female accountant to
become an important person in the accounting
world just as it offers the male accountant the
same opportunity. We don't distinguish between
the two and we welcome them all.
I wanted to get into your management philosophy. What do you think is the most important
skill you need as Executive Director of a 95,000member association?
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Executive Director Shultis talks with editors Kathy Williams and Bob Randall.
I don't think th ere's any on e skill wh ich is need ed m or e th a n a n o th e r, b u t if I h ad to p ick o n e I
would say th at it is im agin atio n . On e h as to co n stantly be attu n ed to ch an ge an d ch an gin g tim es,
and to the ex ten t p o ssible, an ticipate these ch an ges and react acco rd in gly . Th is req u ires im agin a-

the NAA, and certainly should be borne in mind
by all members. It is an excellent organization
through which to make contacts, to learn more
about the accounting and business world, and to
develop their own careers.

tion and thinking along new lines. The worst

You've been Executive Director for four
months now. How do you feel about your new
position as Executive Director?

thing any association or any organization can do
is to res t o n its lau rels. Ce r ta in ly th e NA A h a s
had m any, m an y lau r els, d eser ved ly so , o ver th e
pas t 60 y ear s, b u t it c an 't res t o n t h o se; it m u st
move ahead in n ew d irectio n s in resp o n se to n ew
issues and new pro blems. So I th in k my most
needed skill is o ne o f imaginatio n .

I'm de lighte d w ith th e o ppo rtu nit y t o b e w ith
NAA as Executive Dire ctor. It allo ws m e t o join
with the 95,000 m embers to help guide further an
o rganization of which I am , a nd have b een, very
proud. I h ope to be ab le to con tin ue to help f or
many years to com e.

Did NAA benefit yo u in y ou r career?
I c an sa y with o u t eq u ivo cat io n t h a t th e N AA
did b ene fit m e in m y o w n car ee r. In fact, I can
attr ibut e a larg e m e asu r e o f wh a t su cces s I h ave
had to NAA. Man y y ears ago I was m o vin g alo n g
as a fairly lo w -level acco un tant with in a p articu lar
organ izatio n wh en an o p p o r tu n it y cam e to b e a
mem ber of th e o rgan izin g co m m ittee o f th e Mo rristown, N.J. Ch ap ter. Fr o m th at cam e vario us
close association s with fello w o rgan izin g co m mittee m em bers an d with o th er Mo rristo wn Ch ap ter
members. Th ese asso ciation s helped m e in variou s
ca re er m ov es I m ad e a litt le lat er o n . A f u rt h er
enhancem e n t o f m y career ca m e th ro u g h th e o p portunity I h ad to h ave several m an u scrip ts p u b lis he d in M AN AG EM ENT A C C OUNT IN G. I 'm

sure
this is probably true of many, many members of
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Have you set a time frame for your goals?
It's difficult to set a specific target date, particularly for the major goal of enhancing the NAA's
professionalism. I know that the word is around
the NAA office that my favorite question is
"when" and that I insist upon target dates from
the staff for projects which they have under consideration. However, in terms of enhancement of
the NAA's influence, it's pretty difficult to come
up with a specific target date. I think that we'll
know we are succeeding when an accounting issue
arises and members of the business press come to us
for our opinions. Then I know we will have reached
a milestone. When this will happen, it's a bit difficult to say, but I would hope that it will have
happened within the next two to three years.
❑
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Should You Use
Transfer Pricing to Create
Pseudo - Profit Centers?
The relative profitability of a pseudo - profit center cannot be
determined; therefore, the only meaningful performance evaluation
must be ba sed on cost.

By Ralph L. Benke, Jr.
and James Don Edwards
A pseudo -profit center is a responsibility center in
which profit is based on internal sales or purchases at artificial prices. For example, if responsibility
center A (RC -A) transfers all the products it
manufactures to responsibility center B (RC -B)
Ralph L. Benke, Jr. is at cost plus a 10% markup, the profit earned by
assistant professor of
accounting at the RC -A and RC -B is based on the arbitrary 10 %
University of Georgia.
markup. Responsibility center A has artificial revHe received his Ph.D.
from Florida State enues while B has artificial costs. Therefore, both
University. He coRC -A and RC -B are pseudo -profit centers.
authored the NAA
research book,
The use of pseudo -profit centers is fairly wideTransfer Pricing.spread.
In a recent NAA study, we ( Benke and
Techniques and Uses.
Dr. Benke is a member
Edwards)' investigated transfer pricing in 19 maof Atlanta North
Chapter. jor U.S. companies and found that six companies
used transfer pricing to create pseudo -profit centers. In a study by Tang, Walter and Raymond, 46
out of 232 U.S. companies and 25 out of 1191apanese companies used transfer pricing to create
pseudo -profit centers.'
Using pseudo -profit centers sometimes reflects a
desire to motivate managers by making decentralized responsibility centers resemble miniature
companies. The hoped -for result is to capture the
motivational advantages of real profit centers.
36
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At other times pseudo -profit centers are used
because companies think they offer strong motivational advantages different from those associated
with real profit centers. One controller's explanation for the use of pseudo -profit centers in his
company shows some of these motivational advantages:
We have a number of manufacturing facilities we treat as profit centers. These facilities
are not permitted to sell to other than one of
our marketing facilities, so their profit is determined by the extent the transfer price exceeds their cost. We feel this has a number
of advantages because. the manufacturing facility and the particular marketing facility
have a vested interest in the cost of producing the product and its sales price. If the
cost of manufacturing is too high, the product may be priced out of the market. If the
sales price is set too low, the manufacturing
facility may not be able to meet demand or
the margin for the marketing facility may
become too thin. Transfer prices are negotiated. The manager of each facility has a
vested interest in the performance of the
other facility. By treating them both as profCopyright © 1981 by the National Association of Accountants

RC's

=
=

Variable Cost

X

($3/$23)($13)
($6/$23)($13) =
($12/$23)($13) =
($2/$23)($13)

$1.70
$3.39
$6.78
$1.13

=

Total Variable Cost

Contribution
Margin
Per Unit

=

The contribution margin transfer price is derived by splitting the company's contribution
margin for the product sold between two or more
responsibility centers. For example, assume that
RC -B sells for $12 a product it purchased from
RC -A. The variable costs for producing the product are $8—$5 for RC -A and $3 for RC -B. Thus,
the company's contribution margin per unit is $4.
The contribution margin of $4 per unit can be Responsibility
split between RC-A and RC -B using a variety of
methods. One method is to base the split on the Center's Split
RC -A
variable cost per unit of each responsibility
RC -B
center.' Using this method, RC -A receives $2.50
RC -C
of the $4 contribution margin [($5/$8)
RC -D
($4) = $2.50], while RC -B receives $1.50 [$3/

=

RC -B Company
$12.00
$12.00
(7.50)
0 James Don Edwards is
(3.00)
(8.00) J. M. Tull Professor of
Accounting at the
Contribution per
University of Georgia. A
unit
$2.50+ $1.50=
$4.00 CPA, he received his
Ph.D. degree from the
University of Texas. Dr,
The contribution margin technique, however, Edwards co- authored
the NAA research
can create several problems for a company. Table book, Transfer Pricing.
1 demonstrates some of these problems for a com- Techniques and Uses.
A member of Atlanta
pany having four responsibility centers. Using Central Chapter, he
variable cost per unit as a basis, the company's currently is serving on
NAA's Management
contribution margin per unit of $12 is split so that Accounting Practices
RC -A receives a contribution margin per unit of Committee.
$2,RC -B receives $3,RC -C receives $6, and RCD receives $1.
Now assume that RC -A, through improved
manufacturing, is able to reduce its variable cost
from $4 to $3,thereby raising the company's contribution margin per unit to $13 and decreasing
the company's total variable cost to $23.The split
of the $23 using variable cost per unit as a basis
would be as follows:
=

The Contribution Margin Transfer Price

RC-A+
0
$7.50
(5.00)

Market Price
Transfer Price
Variable Cost

=

This controller clearly is enthusiastic about the
use of pseudo -profit centers in his company, and
the fairly widespread use of pseudo -profit centers
indicates that others share his enthusiasm. Is this
enthusiasm warranted? Should pseudo -profit centers be created?
In a pseudo -profit center, the determination of
the profit for either the transferring center or receiving center depends upon the transfer price.
Two transfer pricing techniques frequently are
used to create pseudo -profit centers: the contribution margin technique and cost -plus- markup technique. Both have rather unusual effects on the
pseudo -profit centers they create that often are
overlooked. These effects frequently work to the
disadvantage of the company.

$8($4) = $1.50].The transfer price of RC -A to
RC -B is the sum of RC -A's variable cost and its
share of the company's contribution margin per
unit, or $5 + $2.50 = $7.50.The result of these
calculations is summarized below.

=

it centers, we have forced them to work
together.'

$13.00

Table 1
Contribution Margin Transfer Pricing

RC -A
RC•D

RC -C

Company
=

$ 6 TP
(4) V C

$

1 CMIPU'

$

6 CMIPU'

36 MP
(33) TP (RC -C)
(2) VC

=

S

$

S 33 TP
(6) TP (RC -A)
(9) TP (RC-13)
(12) VC

$

CMIPU'

$ 2

36 MP
(24) VC

12 CMIPU

RC -8
$ 9 TP
(6) V C
$ 3

CMIPU'

Responsibility center
Transfer price
Variable cost
Contribution margin per unit
MP = Market price

RC =
TP =
VC =
CMIPU =
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1
2
3
4

4124 ($12) =
6124 ($12) =
12124 ($12) =
2/24 ($12) =

$2
$3
$6
$1
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derived from the original calculations. For example, when RC -A lowered its variable cost from $4
to $3, its transfer price could have remained at $6,
raising its contribution margin per unit to $3.
Thus, RC -A would retain all the cost savings.
Although appealing at first glance, retaining the
original transfer prices has two disadvantages.
First, the motivational advantages of cooperation
between responsibility centers are no longer available. Second, and much more important, is that
retaining the original transfer prices causes the
company to drift into the cost -plus- markup technique, with the markup being arbitrary and inconsistent from one responsibility center to the next.
As the variable costs in different responsibility
centers change, the company's contribution margin also changes. Therefore, if the transfer prices
do not change, they are based on a contribution
margin that no longer exists. The result will be a
lack of understanding and confidence in transfer
pricing.
Thus, the contribution margin transfer pricing
technique creates an incentive for some responsibility center managers to take action that is not in
the best interest of the company. Furthermore, a
pseudo -profit center, because of its artificial profit.
cannot be evaluated as a profit center; it must be
evaluated as a cost center. Such common evaluation techniques as return on investment are nearly
meaningless for a pseudo -profit center because
they are based on profit that is artificial.
Performance evaluation difficulties are not
unique to pseudo -profit centers created by the
contribution margin technique, however. Similar
difficultiesarise when the cost -plus- markup technique is used to create a pseudo -profit center.

1
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The Cost - Plus - Markup Technique

Responsibility center A, by lowering its variable
cost to $3, lowers its share of the t ompany's contribution margin from $2 to $1.70. That hardly is
an incentive for cost savings. In fact, RC -A can
increase its contribution margin per unit by increasing its variable cost. For example, a $1 increase in variable cost lowers the company's contribution margin per unit from $12 to $11 but
increases RC -A's contribution margin from $2 to
$2.20 [ ( 5/25) ($11) ] . Responsibility centers B
and D will experience the same phenomenon if
they raise their variable costs. Only RC -C can
gain by lowering its variable costs. In fact, RC -C
gains the most whenever any other responsibility
center lowers its costs because RC -C's variable
cost of $12 dominates the split of the company's
contribution margin per unit.
One way to avoid the disincentives inherent in
the contribution margin technique is to allow each
responsibility center to retain the transfer price
38

The cost - plus - markup transfer pricing technique is a popular way to create pseudo -profit centers. The primary disadvantage of this technique
is the arbitrary nature of the markup.
Some companies set the price markup equal to
a target return on assets employed. Other companies set the markup equal to a target return the
responsibility center feels it would need to earn if
the transferred products were sold externally.
Both of these markups tend to be artificial and
subject to manipulation. The supplying responsibility center has a strong incentive to argue for
high returns and, therefore, high transfer prices,
while the receiving responsibility center has the
same incentive to argue for high returns and low
transfer prices. Because there is no way to determine what the markup should be, arguments over
the return each responsibility center should earn
never can be resolved completely.
Several companies try to avoid arguments over
markups by mandating a company -wide markup
based on their return on assets or some similar
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ FEBRUARY 1981

Table 2
All Variable Cost Plus a 25% Markup

r

Company
$

RC -D
36.00 MP
(30.62) TP (RC -D)

(5.00) TP IRC -A)

RC B

M

RC -C
30.62 TP'

$

1.00 CM /PU

$

$

$

RC -A
5.00 TP'
(4.00) VC

(24.00) VC

- - -

12.001 VC

(7.50) TP (RC B)

12.00 CM /PU

3.38 CMIPU

A

6.12 CK PU

g
$

d

27.50 TP'
(22.00)
VC
5.50 CM /PU

1. ($4.00) 11.25) = $5.00
2. ($6.00) 11.251 = $7.50

36.00
(27.50) TP (RC -C)
(2.00) VC

36.00 MP
(24.00) VC
12.00 CM /PU

6.50 CM /PU

3. ($12.00 + $7.50 + $5.00) (1.25) _ $30.62
4. ($22.00) (1.25) _ $27.50

calculation. A uniform markup, however, assumes
that all responsibility centers in the company
should earn the same markup. Such an assumption clearly is unrealistic and potentially hazardous to product profitability analysis.
The cost -plus- markup technique creates another, often overlooked, difficulty in product profitability analysis. This additional problem, which
results from the buildup of artificial profits, is illustrated in Table 2 by a comparison of products 1
and 2.
Responsibility centers A and B transfer product
1 to RC -C at their respective variable costs
plus a 25% markup. RC -C transfers to RC -D at
the sum of its variable costs plus 25%
[($5.00 + $7. 50 -I- $12.00 )(1.25 ) _ $3 0.62].
Responsibility centers A, B, and C each earn a
contribution margin per unit equal to 25% of
their variable cost. Because RC -D's return is determined by the market price of $36 and not a
markup on cost, however, its contribution margin
per unit is equal to 10.4% of its variable cost.
Product 2 originates in RC -C and is transferred
to RC -D. Notice that the market price, variable
costs, and contribution margin per unit for product 2 are identical to those of product 1. Also, in
RC -C the variable cost for product 2 is $22, which
is the same as the variable costs for product 1 in
RCs A, B and C added together. In other words,
the revenue and cost features of product 1 are
identical to those of product 2, but product 2 originates with RC -C while product 1 does not.'
The transfer price from RC -C to RC -D is
$27.50, which gives RC -D a contribution margin
per unit of $6.50 for product 2 as compared to
$3.38 for product 1. Thus, the cost - plus - markup
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ FEBRUARY 1981

10.

$

$

$

N

$

1.50 CMIPU

$

$

6.00 VC

$

(12.00) VC

$

$

7.50 T P '

$

V
0

36.00 MP

company
may succumb
to the
temptation to
correct
perceived
wrongs by
manipulating
the markup.

technique has caused two products which are
equally profitable to the company to not appear
equally profitable to the managers of RC -C and
RC -D. Under these circumstances, product profitability analysis by responsibility centers is misleading and may cause some responsibility centers
to make decisions not beneficial to the company.
Besides all the problems of the cost- plus -markup technique, there is the possibility that a company eventually will succumb to the temptation to
correct perceived wrongs between responsibility
centers by manipulating the markup. Witness the
results of this manipulation as might be seen in a
major U.S. company:
If Puget Sound sells a model 1279 to a
domestic dealer, it receives a gross margin of
21% over cost.
Should Puget Sound sell that same machine to Canada, it would realize 9 %.
A sale of this machine to International
would result in a margin of only 5 %.
International, however, realizing a greater
dealer net than Puget Sound would get from
its domestic dealer, would receive a margin
of 19.5% over its cost from Puget Sound.
As a result, the manager of Puget Sound
has the temptation to be selective in shipping preferences to his customers.
Model 1279 is only one product of the company, yet ii had three different transfer prices. The
cost -plus- markup technique led the company into
a morass that required a change to another transfer pricing technique.
Continued on page 43
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CPAs Judge Internal Audit
Department Objectivity
Independence of the internal audit department is considered the
most important criterion in the evaluation of objectivity.

By Myrtle W. Clark, Thomas E. Gibbs, and
Richard G. Schroeder

Myrtle W. Clark is an
assistant professor in
the accounting
department at the
University of Kentucky.
She holds Ph. D. and
Master of Accountancy
degrees from the
University of South
Carolina. She is a
member of Blue Grass
Area Chapter, through
which this article was
submitted.
Thomas E. Gibbs is a
principal with Potter
and Co., CPAs.
This article won a
Certificate of Merit,
1979 -80.
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When designing an audit strategy, independent
Certified Public Accountants must consider the
adequacy of the client's system ofinternal control.
This evaluation serves as the basis for determining
the extent and form ofaudit tests needed to provide sufficient evidential matter on which to express an opinion regarding the fair presentation of
the corporation's financial statements.
In large companies, the internal audit department is an essential element ofthe internal control
system. Internal auditors are responsible for evaluating internal controls as an aid to management.
In this capacity, internal audit departments provide management with information that is useful
in assessing operational efficiency.
The importance of internal control and the role
of internal auditors has increased as a result of
passage of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(FCPA) of 1977. The Act states that an internal
control system must provide reasonable assurance
that accountability for company assets is maintained. Moreover, record- keeping should permit
the preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. An effective internal audit staff can
strengthen the firm's internal control system and
can thereby be instrumental in assuring the firm's
0025-1690/81/6208-3392/$0 1.00/0

compliance with the FCPA.
Under Statement on Auditing Standard (SAS)
No. 9, the external auditor is required to assess
three separate but interrelated elements of internal
audit staff activity. According to the provision of
SAS No. 9, the independent auditor must evaluate
the competence, objectivity, and performance ofinternal auditors in order to determine the degree of
reliance to place upon their work. In essence, the
CPA must determine the adequacy of the internal
audit department as an integral part of his review
of the internal control system.
Typically, an evaluation ofthe levels of competence and objectivity of the internal audit department would be made prior to considering performance. An internal audit staff generally would
be considered competent ifit possesses the skills
needed to assess, evaluate, and recommend improvements for the organization's internal control
system. In addition, the internal auditor should
not be constrained by organizational control and
undue influence. The internal auditor should be
free to carry out his responsibilities in an objective
unbiased fashion. He should be able to select both
the auditing techniques to be used and the areas to
be examined. Moreover, the internal auditor
should be free to report the results of his investigation to the appropriate organizational levels.
Even a competent and objective auditor may
not produce work which the outside auditor can
Copyright0 1981 by theNational Association of Accountants

rely on, The CPA must evaluate the nature and
scope of internal audits to determine whether they
are consistent with the objectives of an external
audit. The external auditor must decide whether
the areas investigated by the internal auditors and
the methods employed are sufficient for an independent appraisal of the organization's internal
control system. In addition, he must assess the
results of internal audit department audits and ascertain their effects on the state of the internal
control system. Moreover, the external auditor
should consider the attitudes within the organization toward compliance with internal audit department recommendations.
Although SAS No. 9 requires the CPA to evaluate the competence, objectivity, and performance
of internal audit departments, this standard contains no specific criteria by which its provisions
may be implemented. As a result, the external auditor must rely solely on his individual judgment
to make the required assessments. The CPA must
exercise his professional judgment to determine
not only what factors are relevant, but also how to
employ them. Although little evidence is available
to tell us how external auditor judgments are
made, prior research efforts indicate that auditors
may differ widely in their judgment- making decisions. Wide variances in auditor evaluations of
similar or like situations could mean that the validity of auditor judgments may be questionable.
In order to explore this issue we focus here
upon one of the three assessments required under
SAS No. 9 —the evaluation of the objectivity of
internal audit departments. Our purpose is to explore, through a case study approach, the nature
of the judgment- making process of external auditors so that we can determine the extent of judgment variability when auditors assess the internal
audit function.
Prior Evidence of Auditor Judgments
Many decisions made in auditing rely heavily
upon auditor judgment. Auditors are individuals
and their individual assessments in various audit
situations may differ considerably. The profession
has demonstrated concern about the problem of
auditor judgment variability by promoting efforts
to achieve a consensus of judgment among auditors, such as the various review processes and continuing education programs and requirements.
Yet empirical evidence to date demonstrates a
general lack of consensus among auditors in specific decision- making situations. For example, researchers have shown that auditors display a high
degree of variability in decisions regarding audit
program formulation (Committee on Auditing
Procedures, 1955' and Joyce, 1976),' the type and
extent of accounts receivable confirmations (Aly
and Duboff, 1971),' the application of Bayesian
statistics (Corless, 1972),' inventory sampling
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981

plans (Kinney and Ritts, 1973),5 and internal
control reviews of inventory valuations (Weber,
1978).6 We would therefore expect to find substantial variability among external auditor evaluations of internal audit staffs.
Evaluation of Internal Auditor Objectivity
Gibbs and Schroeder (1978)' reported the results of a large scale research project in which
they developed nine criteria which were considered by an expert panel of internal auditors, external auditors, and academics to be important in
assessing internal audit department objectivity.
These criteria were ranked by the panel in the
order of their importance (See Table 1). We developed scenario cases which depicted two levels
(satisfactory and unsatisfactory) of the top five
criteria and administered them to 25 partners and
managers of an international CPA firm. Each of
the participants has substantial experience in auditing companies with internal audit departments.
Each respondent was asked to state a judgment
of internal audit department objectivity based
upon the evidence provided in the scenario cases.
For each of the internal audit departments depicted, subjects were instructed to score the department's level of objectivity on a four -point scale
ranging from extremely objective to not objective.

� _
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Table 1
Internal Auditor Objectivity Criteria
Ranked in Order of Importance
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Criteria
The independence of the internal audit department.
The level at which the internal audit staff reports.
The ability of the internal audit department to investigate any area
of company activity.
Top management's support of the work of the internal audit
department.
Adequate scope of internal audit department audits.
Quantity and quality of supervision within the internal audit department.
The existence of review procedures within the internal audit department
for audits and reports.
The form, content and nature of internal audit department reports.
The internal audit department's degree of compliance with professional
standards.

First, we analyzed the questionnaire data for all
respondents taken as a single group. The group, or
composite, analysis was made in order to ascertain
how the majority of the external auditor decisions
were made. Then we examined individual external
auditor evaluations of internal audit department .
objectivity in an effort to determine the degree of
consensus, or lack thereof, among auditor judgments.
The composite analysis indicates that external
auditors taken as a group did use all five of the
evaluative criteria when assessing the levels of internal audit department objectivity depicted in the
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scenario cases.` The majority of the respondents
viewed independence of the internal audit department as the most important evaluative criterion.
Second in importance was adequate scope of internal audit department audits, while the level at
which the internal audit staff reports apparently is
the least important of the five criteria considered.
Presented in Table 2 is a comparison between
the rankings provided by the expert panel and the
rankings which were apparent from an overall
analysis of the questionnaire results. The panel
rankings indicate how the experts perceived the
relative importance of each of the five criteria.
These rankings can be interpreted as a normative
view ofhow the criteria should be weighted when
applied to actual evaluations ofinternal audit department objectivity. Conversely, the questionnaire rankings represent how the criteria were actually used when applied to specific situations.
The ranks of the five criteria based upon expert
panel perceptions is somewhat different from
those based upon questionnaire results. Both the
panel and the respondents ranked independence of
the internal audit staff as number one. Also, ranks
three and four, the ability of the audit department
to investigate any area of company activity and
top management's support of the work of the internal audit department were the same in both instances. However, adequate scope of internal audit department audits, ranked number five by the
expert panel, was considered to be second in importance by the questionnaire respondents; while
the level at which the internal audit staff reports,
ranked second by the expert panel, was considered
least important by the external auditors.
Next, the questionnaire results were analyzed
Table 2
Ranking Based upon Panel
and External Auditor Responses
Criteria
The independence of the IA dep't
The level at which the IA staff reports
The ability of the IA dep't to investigate any area
Top management support of IA dep't work
Adequate scope of IA dept audits

Panel
rank

Questionnaire
rank

1
2
3
4
5

1
5
3
4
2

by individual respondents.' This analysis indicates
that there are differences among individual auditor evaluations of internal audit department objectivity. Some judgments were even extremely diverse. For some pairs of individual assessments,
the manner in which the external auditors used
the five criteria was almost completely opposite.
Nevertheless, the individual external auditors displayed a high degree of internal consistency in
their own evaluations. Each displayed a tendency
to apply the criteria consistently in the same manner to all cases presented.
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A close examination of responses indicates that
the external auditors fall into three distinct
groups:
Group 1: Those respondents for whom independence of the internal audit department was most important.
Group 2: Those respondents for whom adequate scope of internal audit department audits was most important.
Group 3: All other respondents.
Although the majority of external auditors (15
of the 25, or 60%n) regarded independence as the
most important of the five criteria, there were
marked inconsistencies among auditors in Group
1 with respect to their use ofthe other four criteria. Two respondents felt independence to be so
important that they apparently gave no consideration at all to the other criteria. These individuals
felt that without independence the internal audit
department could not even be slightly objective no
matter what other factors were present. In some
cases, the other four factors (other than independence) received some consideration, but were regarded as relatively unimportant. In other cases,
various other criteria were clearly second in importance. Criterion five was second in two instances, criterion four in two instances, and criterion three in one instance. One external auditor
felt that criteria one, three, and five were equally
important, while two and four were clearly unimportant.
The second group consisted of six (or 24 %)
external auditors who favored audit scope above
the other four evaluative criteria. This group is
also characterized by differences among auditor
assessments ofinternal audit department objectivity. Two members of Group 2 felt that scope of
the internal audit was clearly dominant and that
the other four criteria were relatively unimportant. One auditor apparently regarded criterion
four as second in importance, while another auditor regarded criterion one as second. Criterion
three was considered as important as "scope" by
yet another.
The final four external auditors belong to
Group 3. No two members ofthis group responded in the same way. Two of them considered criterion three most important, while the other two
felt criterion four to be dominant.
Although the majority of the external auditors
examined view independence of the internal audit
department as the most important factor to consider when evaluating internal audit department
objectivity, these results indicate that there was
considerable variability in how these independent
CPAs used the evidence presented in the scenario
cases. Apparently, individual external auditors do
not evaluate internal audit department objectivity
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ FEBRUARY 1981

in the same way. Hence, the expected variability
in auditor judgments was borne out by the study,
and the reported results lend further support to
those obtained by prior researchers.

ments of internal audit staff objectivity. Second in
importance was adequate scope of internal audit
department audits, and least important was the
level at which the internal audit staff reports. ❑

SAS No. 9 Not Adequate

I Committee on Auditing Procedure, A Case Study of the Extent of Audir Samples,
AICPA, New York, 1955.
2 Joyce, E. J., "Expen Judgment in Audit Program Planning," Studies on Human
Jnformadon. Awesst'ngin Amounting, University of Chicago, 1976.
3 Aly, H. F. and J. I. DuboR, 'Statistical vs. Judgmental Sampling: An Empirical
Study of Auditing the Accounts Receivableof a Small Retail Store," The ,lccounting Review. January 1971.
4 Corless, J. C., "Assessing Prior Distributions for Applying Bayesian Statistics in
Auditing," The Accounting Review. July 1972.
5 Kinney, W. R. and B. A. Ritts, "Auditors' Sampling Behavior: An Empincal
Study," Iowa Bureau of Business and Economic Research Working Paper Series.
University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1973.
6 Weber, R., "Auditor Decision Making on Overall System Reliability: Accuracy.
Consensus, and the Usefulness of a Simulation Decision Aid," Journal of Amounting Research. Autumn 1978.
7 Gibbs, T. E. and R. G. Schroeder, "Evaluating the Competence of Internal Audit
Departments," Third Symposiumof Audit Research, University of Illinois, Urbana,
111., 1978.
8 Results were analyzed using analysis of variance ( ANOVA). A composite model
was constructed using all responses taken as a group. This model explained 55% of
the variation in external auditor assessments of internal audit department objectivity, indicating the existence of a considerable amount of variability among individual
auditor judgments.
9Individual ANOVA models were constructed for each respondent. These models
explained on the average 95.74% of the variance in objectivity score, ranging from
90.95 to 100%, indicating a high degree of internal consistency.

The results of this study provide evidence that
guidance in the form of specific evaluative criteria
may be needed to assure consistent assessment of
internal audit staff objectivity. The individual external auditors displayed marked dissimilarities in
their evaluations, We may conclude therefore that
SAS No. 9 does not appear to provide adequate
guidance to assure judgment consensus among independent accountants.
This study demonstrates the independence of
the internal audit department was the most important factor affecting external auditor judg-

Apparently,
CPAs do not
evaluate audit
department
objectivity in
the same way.

SHOULD YOU USE TRANSFER PRICING TO CREATE PSEUDO-PROFIT
CENTERS?
Continued from page 39
Clearly there is little to recommend the use of
the cost -plus- markup transfer pricing technique to
create a pseudo -profit center.
Performance Evaluation
Performance evaluation in pseudo -profit centers
is meaningless unless it is based on cost. Tables 1
and 2 demonstrate the difficulties with performance evaluation when pseudo -profit centers are
treated as profit centers.
In Table I the contribution margin technique
resulted in each responsibility center earning a
contribution margin per unit equal to 50% of its
respective variable costs. Which responsibility
center is the most profitable?
In Table 2 the cost -plus- markup technique resulted in RCs A, B, and C earning a contribution
margin per unit equal to 25% of their respective
variable costs, while RC -D earned only 10.4 %.
Are RCs A, B and C more profitable than RC -D?
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The answer to both questions is that regardless
of what transfer pricing technique is used, the relative profitability of a pseudo -profit center cannot
be determined. The only meaningful performance
evaluation must be based on cost.
Pseudo -profit centers are created through transfer pricing, especially the contribution margin and
cost -plus- markup technique.
Often it is said that the primary advantage of a
pseudo -profit center is that it captures the motivational advantages of real profit centers, but an
analysis of pseudo -profit centers shows that the
transfer pricing techniques used to create them result in motivational disadvantages that completely
overshadow any perceived advantages. Frequently, pseudo -profit centers will motivate managers
to act in a manner that is dysfunctional.
❑
' Ralph L. Benke, Jr. and James Don Edwards, Transfer Pricing: Techniques and
Uses. National Association of Accountants, New York, 1980.
s Roger Y. W. Tang, C. K. Walter, and Robert H. Raymond. "Transfer Pricing—
Japanese vs. American Style," MANAGEMENT AccouNTtNG, January 1979.
Ralph L. Benke, Jr. and James Don Edwards, /bid.
This is one of a number of methods, all of which have the same problems.
' All other factors, such as number of units, are assumed to be equal in order not to
complicate the illustration.
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Implementing FAS No. 33:
a Case Example
If there exists significant seasonality in the generation of sales, the
conversion factors may need to be adjusted to reflect this fact.

By Thomas A. Ratcliffe and Paul Munter

Thomas A. Ratcliffe is
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accounting at Texas
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The Financial Accounting Standards Board's
Statement No. 33, "Financial Reporting and
Changing Prices," requires certain large, publicly
traded enterprises to make supplemental financial
statement disclosures of selected financial data restated to both a constant dollar and current cost
basis.
Our purpose here is not to analyze the technical
requirements of FAS No. 33, rather we focus on
how the required disclosures should be developed.
Constant dollar and current cost numbers will be
calculated and then integrated into the two alternate report formats.
Each enterprise to which FAS No. 33 applies is
required to disclose on a constant dollar basis in
annual reports for fiscal years ending on or after
December 25, 1979:
1. Information on income from continuing operations for the current fiscal year on a constant
dollar basis, and
2. The purchasing power gain or loss on net monetary items for the current fiscal year.

Paul Munter is an
assistant professor of
accounting at Texas
Tech University. He
earned his DBA degree
at the University of
Colorado.

The purchasing power gain or loss should not be
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*This article is adapted from an NAA Continuing
Education Program course prepared by the authors.

included in income from continuing operations.
This information should be presented, together
with the current cost disclosures discussed later,
in either a "statement" or "reconciliation" format
and should disclose material amounts of or adjustments to cost of goods sold, depreciation, depletion, and amortization expense, and reductions of
historical cost amounts of inventories and property, plant and equipment to lower recoverable
amounts (net realizable value or value in use as
appropriate).
Constant Dollar Disclosures
Table 1 shows the historical cost financial statements of Baker Company for years 4 and 5 which
will be used in determining the adjustments required in FAS No. 33. The case study assumes
that Baker Company was formed 12 /13 /Yr. 4.
FAS No. 33 requires that financial data should be
restated to average- for - the -year constant dollars
when the minimum required disclosures are
made, but if comprehensive restatement of financial statements is elected these data may be reported in terms of average- for - the -year or end -ofthe -year constant dollars. For completeness, the
comprehensive disclosures are developed using
end -of -the -year constant dollars. The Consumer
Price Index for All Urban Consumers is the required index to be used in making the FAS No. 33
disclosure. Assume the hypothetical changes in
the index are as shown in Table 2.
Copyright © 1981 by the National Association of Accountants

T able 1
Baker Co m pa ny
Comparativ e Balance S heet
End of
year 4

Assets

End of
year 5

Monetary assets (cash and receivables)
Inventories (FIFO method)
Land
Equipment
Less: accumulated depreciation

$200,000
150,000
40,000
210,000
-0-

$260,000
130,000
40,000
270,000
(24,000)

Total assets

5600,000

$676,000

80,000
100,000
140,000
280,000
-0-

90,000
116,000
140,000
280,000
50,000

$

Current liabilities
Long -term liabilities
Capital stock, $10 par value
Paid -in capital in excess of par
Retained earnings
Total liabilities 13 stockholders' equity

$6001000

$

Liabilities and stockholders' equity

$676,000

S ta te me nt o f I nco me a nd Retained Earnings
for Year 5 lFrst Y ear of Operations)
Sales (net)
Cost of goods sold:
Beginning inventories (FIFO method)
Purchases (net)
Cost of goods available for sale
Less: ending inventories (FIFO method)

We focus on
how the
required
disclosures
should be
developed.

0800,000
$150,000
500,000
$650,000
130,000

Cost of goods sold

520,000

Gross profit on sales
Operating expenses (excluding depreciation)
Depreciation expense

$

$280,000

Income before income taxes
Income tax expense

96,000
24,000

120,000
$160,000
70,000

Net income
Less: dividends paid

$90,000
40,000

Retained earnings, end of year 5

$50,000

T able 2
Conversion factor
end-of -year
1.092(163.8!150.0)
1.040(163.81157.5)
1.000(163.8/163.8)
1.049(163.81156.2)
1.008(163.81162.5)

Index
150.0
157.5
163.8
156.2
162.5

End of year 4 (beg. of year 5)
Average for year 5
End of year 5
At 7/1 /year 5
Index last 3 months year 5

Conversion factor
average - for -year
1.0501157.51150.0)
1.000(157.5!157.5)
0.962(157.51163.8)
1.008(157.51156.2)
0.9691157.51162.5)

=

=

=

_

Assume equipment costing $60,000 was acquired at 711 year 5 (10 -year life)
a. Depreciation expense (End -of -year constant dollars):
$210,000 X 10%
$21,000 X 1.092
$22,932
3,147
60,000 X 5%
3,000 X 1.049
$24,000

$26,079

=
=

=

_

b. Depreciation expense (Average-for-year constant dollars):
$210,000 X 10%
$21,000 X 1.050
$22,050
60,000 X 5%
3,000 X 1.008
3,024
$24,000

$25,074

Revenues and expenses occurred evenly throughout the year.
A $40,000 dividend was paid at yearend.

=

=

Equipment restatement (only in terms of end-of -year constant dollars because this computation is not necessary in
developing the minimum disclosures)
$229,320
$210,000 X 1.092
60,000 X 1.049
62,940
$292,260
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Table 3
Baker Company
Statement of Income and Retained Earnings Restated for General Price-Level Changes
(Comprehensive Basis -12131 Year 5 Dollars) for Year 5
Conversion
factor

Resstated to
end of year 5

Sales (net)

9800.000

1.040

$832,000

Cost of goods sold
Beginning inventories (FIFO method)
Purchases (net)

$150,000
500,000

1.092
1,040

$163,800
520,000

$650,000
130,000

1.008

$683,800
131,040

$520,000

$552,760

$280,000

$279,240

Less: operating expenses (excluding depreciation)
Depreciation expense

(96,000)
(24,000)

Income before income taxes and general price -level gain or loss
Income tax expense

$160,000
70,000
$

Income from continuing operations
General purchasing power loss

$

Net income
Dividends

$

(99,840)
(26,0791
$153,321
72,800

1.040

90,000
-0-

90,000
40,000

Retained earnings end of year 5

1.040

$

Cost of goods sold
Gross profit on sales

$

Cost of goods available for sale
Less: ending inventories (FIFO method)

1.000

50,000

$

The CPI is used
in making FA5
No. 33
disclosures.

Accounting
records

80,521
4,260
76,261
40,000
36,261

Table 4
Baker Company
Computation of General Price -Level Gain or Loss for Year 5

$200,000
(80,000)
(100,0001

Add: sources of net monetary items during year 5:
Sales (net)
Subtotal
Less: uses of net monetary hems during year 5:
Purchases (net)
Operating expenses (excluding depreciation)
Income tax expense
Dividends paid
Purchase of equipment

General price -level loss during year 5

Table 3 show how the historical cost income
statement components are restated to reflect end of -the -year constant dollars for use in comprehensivedisclosures. Because sales were assumed to be
generated evenly throughout the year, the historical amount is restated using the average for year 5
conversion factor. If there exists significant sea46

Restated to
end of year 5

20,000

1.092

21,840

800,000

1.040

$820,000
$500,000
96,000
70,000
40,000
60,000

Total uses
Net monetary items as restated at the end of year 5 if
there were no general price -level gain or loss
($853,840 - $795,580)
Net monetary items actually on hand at the end of
year 5:
Monetary assets (cash and receivables)
Current liabilities
Long -term liabilities

Conversion
factor

832,000
$853,840

1.040
1.040
1.040
1.000
1.049
766,000

$

Net monetary items at beginning of year 5:
Monetary assets (cash and receivables)
Current liabilities
Long -term liabilities

$

Accounting
records

$520,000
99,840
72,800
40,000
62,940
$795,580

$58,260

$260,000
(90,000)
(116,000)

$ 54,000

54,000
$ 4,260

sonality in the generation of sales, the conversion
factors may need to be adjusted to reflect this fact.
The cost of goods sold restatement is based on a
FIFO inventory costing assumption. Thus, beginning inventories must be restated using the conversion factor applicable to the beginning of year
5. Purchases were assumed made evenly throughMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981

out year 5 so this amount is restated using the
average for year 5 conversion factor. And, because
this example postulates that inventories turn over
roughly four times during the year, the conversion
factor for the average of the last three months of
year 5 is used to restate ending inventories.
Operating expenses, exclusive of depreciation,
were assumed to be incurred evenly throughout
year 5 so they are restated to end of year 5 constant dollars using the average- for - the -year conversion factor. The same seasonality note applies
to operating expenses as was used in the discussion of sales restatement. The depreciation expense is determined by the relationship of the end
of the year 5 Consumer Price Index and the index
applicable to the purchase date. This computation
is shown in step 3(a) Table 2.
Income taxes are restated in the same manner
as are the operating expenses. And, while the purchasing power gain or loss is precluded from being
an integral part ofincome from continuing operations, it is included in the determination of net
income when comprehensive restatement is elected. The computation of the $4,260 purchasing
power loss in this example is reflected in Table 4.
A purchasing power loss exists because Baker
Company is holding net monetary assets in a period of rising prices.
The last item restated on the combined statement of income and retained earnings is dividends. This amount was assumed declared and
paid at or near year end; therefore, it is not restated but assumed to reflect end of year 5 constant
dollars. Had these dividends been declared at a

time other than year end or at multiple times during the year, historical amounts would have been
restated using the conversion factor associated
with the date of declaration.
Table 5 shows how the numbers used in comparative balance sheets would be calculated. Notice that prior year numbers must be "rolled -forward" to reflect end -of -the- current -year constant
dollars. This calculation is accomplished using the
conversion factor applicable to the beginning of
the year. For the current year, the monetary items
need not be restated because the historical
amounts reflect the current purchasing power of
these items. However, the nonmonetary items
must be restated to end -of -the -year constant dollars using the relationship of the Consumer Price
Index in effect when the item was generated to the
end -of -the- current -year index. The equipment restatement involves two layers, the calculation of
which is illustrated in step 6 of Table 2. End -ofthe -year retained earnings is a "plug" figure or the
amount may be determined directly as shown in
the combined statement of income and retained
earnings (see Table 3).
In calculating amounts for the minimum required disclosures under FAS No. 33, the same
logic shown in the comprehensive example is
used. However, there exist three major differences:
the number of items requiring restatement is reduced in determining the minimum disclosures,
average- for- the -year constant dollars must be
used, and because only income from continuing
operations is determined (i.e., net income is not
determined) the purchasing power gain or loss is

The historical
amount is
restated using
the average for
year S
conversion
factor.

Table 5
Baker Company
Comparative Balance Sheet Restated for General Price -Level Changes

Accounting
records

End of year 4
Conversion Rolled forward
factor
to and of year 5

Accounting
records

End of year 5
Conversion
Restated to
factor
end of year-5.

$200,000
150,000
40,000
210,000
-0-

-0-

(24,000)

(26,079)

Total assets

$600,000

$655,200

$676,000

$700,901

87,360
109,200

90,000
116,000

90,000
116,000

1.092
1.092
1.092
1.092

$218,400
163,800
43,680
299,320

$260,000
130,000
40,000
270,000

1.008
1.092

$260,000
131,040
43,680
292,260

stockholders' equity

Total liabilities E
stockholders' equity

1.092
1.092

140,000

1.092

152,880

140,000

1.092

152,880

280,000
0

1.092

305,760
-0-

280,000
50,000

1.092

305,760
36,261

$655,200

$676,000

$600,000
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$

$80,000
100,000

$

Current liabilities
Long -term liabilities
Capital stock, $10 par
value
Paid -in capital in excess
of par
Retained earnings

$

Liabilites

&

Assets
Monetary assets icash
and receivables
Inventories (FIFO method)
Land
Equipment
Less: accumulated
depreciation

$700,901
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T able 6
Baker Company
Statement of Inco me Restated f o r General P rice -Level Changes
A verage-f o r- Year Co nsta nt Do llars) f o r Year 5

Prior year
numbers must
be rolled
forward to
reflect end -ofthe-currentyear constant
dollars.

Accounting
records

Conversion
factor

Restated to average
for year 5

Sales (net)

$800,000

1.000

$800,000

Cost of goods sold:
Beginning inventories (FIFO method)
Purchases (net)

$150,000
500,000

1.050
1.000

157,000
500,000

Cost of goods available for sale
Less: ending inventories (FIFO methods)

$650,000
130,000

0.969

$657,500
125,970

Cost of goods sold

$520,000

$531,530

Gross Profit on Sales
Less: operating expenses
(excluding depreciation)
Depreciation expense

$280,000

$268,470

Income before taxes
Income tax expense

$160,000
70,000

(96,000)
(24,000)

Income from continuing operations

1.000

1.000

$90,000

(96,000)
(25,074)
$147,396
70,000
$77,396

T able 7
Baker Company
Co mputatio n o f Gene ral P rice -Level Gain or Lo ss f o r Year 5

$200,000
(80,000)
(100,000)

Add: sources of net monetary
items during year 5:
Sales (net)
Subtotal
Less: uses of net monetary items during year 5:
Purchases (net)
Operating expenses (excluding depreciation)
Income tax expense
Dividends paid
Purchase of equipment

20,000

1.050

800,000

1.000

$820,000
$500,000
96,000
70,000
40,000
60,000

Total uses

Restated to and
of year 5

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.962
1.008
766,000

$26,000
(90,0001
(116,000)

$54,000

800,000

$500,000
96,000
70,000
38,480
60,480
$764,960

0.962
$

48

56,040

51,948

General price -level loss during year 5

not included in income but separately disclosed.
Table 6 shows how the income from continuing
operations is computed using average- for - the -year
constant dollars. The rationale for using average for- the -year constant dollars is readily apparent
from the computations in the table. Many items
need not be restated (thus making the process
simpler) because items such as sales and operating expenses typically are assumed generated and

21,000

$821,000

$

Net monetary items as restated at the end of year 5
if there were no general price -level gain or loss
($821,000 - $764,960)
Net monetary items actually on hand at the
end of year 5:
Monetary assets (cash and receivables)
Current liabilities
Long -term liabilities

Conversion
factor

$

Net monetary items at beginning of year 5:
Monetary assets (cash and receivables)
Current liabilities
Long -term liabilities

$

Accounting
records

4,092

incurred evenly throughout the year. The same
logic applies to computing the purchasing power
gain or loss (Table 7). The only difference in Table 4 (end -of -year) and Table 7 (average -foryear) is the constant dollar being assumed,
Current Cost Disclosures
While the effective date for FAS No. 33 is for
fiscal years ending on or after December 25, 1979,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981

the FASB has a "grandfather provision" in the
document allowing postponement of the current
cost disclosures until annual reports for fiscal
years ending on or after December 25, 1980, are
issued. However, because the Securities & Exchange Commission has issued an either /or waiver of its replacement cost rules, and because enterprises must retroactively apply FAS No. 33 to
1979 if the grandfather provision is used, many
enterprises have elected to make the current cost
disclosures immediately (in 1979 and fiscal 1980
annual reports).
Enterprises meeting the FAS No. 33 size tests
are required to disclose:
1. Information on income from continuing operations for the current fiscal year on a current
cost basis,
2. Current cost amounts of inventories and prop-

Current cost disclosures are in the embryonic
stage (compared to constant dollar adjustments
that have been authoritatively discussed for
years); therefore, only minimum disclosure requirements are illustrated. To prepare a comprehensive example would require the use of too
many tenuous assumptions that have not been authoritatively discussed.
Table 8 shows the statement format alternative
of making the FAS No. 33 disclosures and also

Many items
need not be
restated.

Baker Company
Statement of Income from Continuing
Operations Adjusted for Changing Prices
(Statement Format)
for Year 5 (Average- for -Year Constant Dollars)

Cost of goods sold
Depreciation expense
Other operating expenses
Income tax expense
Income from co ntinuing operations

Adjusted for
general inflation
$ M 000

Current cost
amounts
$800,000

$520,000
24,000
96,000
70,000

$531,530
25,074
96,000
70,000

$524,744
24,600
96,000
70,000

$710,000

$722,604

$715,344

90,000

77,396

S PA AFA

4,092

$ 4,092

$

Purchasing power loss

1

$

Net sales

As reported in
primary financial statements
$800,000

$

Tabs 8

erty, plant, and equipment at the end of the
current fiscal year, and
3. Increases or decreases in the current cost of
inventories and property, plant, and equipment
during the current fiscal year. These increases
or decreases should not be included in income
from continuing operations but should be separately disclosed.

Increase in specific prices of inventories and
property, plan, and equipment held during
the year
Effect of increase in general price -level

$ 34,744
34,287

Excess of increase in specific prices over
increase in general price -level

$

457

(Reconciliation Format)
For Year 5 (Average- for -Year Constant Dollars)
Income from continuing operations, as reported in the income statement
Adjustments to restate costs for the effect of general inflation:
Cost of goods sold
Depreciation expense
Income from continuing operations adjusted for general inflation
Adjustments to reflect the difference between general inflation and changes
in specific prices (current costs)
Cost of goods sold
Depreciation expense

$ 90,000
$(11,530)
(1,074)

(12,604)
$ 77,396

$ 6,766
474

7,260

Income from continuing operations adjusted for changes in specific prices

$ 84,656

Purchasing power loss

$ 4,092

Increases in specific prices (current cost) of inventories and property, plant,
and equipment held during the year
Effect of increase in general price -level

$ 34,744
34,287

Excess of increase in specific prices over increase in the general price -level

$
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5. Increases or decreases in current cost ofinventories is computed as follows:
Current
Cost/
Nominal
Conversion
Dollars X Factor

Current
Cost/
Average Yr.
5 Dollars

$524,744

*If LIFO is used for costing inventories, the cost of- goods -sold amount in the primary financial
statements may be used to approximate the cost of
goods sold on a current cost basis. However, appropriate adjustments must. be made when a
LIFO layer has been depleted.
4. Depreciation expense on a current cost basis:
Average Current Cost of Equipment
No. 1
$215,000
X Depreciation Rate
10%
Depreciation
No. 1

Expense— Equipment

Average Current Cost of Equipment
No. 2
X Depreciation Rate
Depreciation
Expense— Equipment
No. 2
Current Cost Depreciation Expense

52

$ 21,500
$ 31,000
10%
$

3.100
$24,600

157,500
500,000

(524.744)

1.000

(524,744)

(138,000 )

0.962

(132,756 )

$

1.050
1.000

-0-

$

12,744

$

Increase
(decrease) in current cost of inventories

150,000
500,000

6. Increases or decreased in current cost of property, plant, and equipment is computed as follows:

Property,
plant
and equipment
1/1/5
Additions
Depreciation Ex-

Conversion
x: Factor

250,000
60,000

1.050
1.008

Current
Cost/
Average Yr.
5 Dollars
=

Current
Cost/
Nominal
Dollars

$262,500
60,480

pense
Property, plant,
and equipment
12/31/5

(24,600)

1.000

(24,600)

(307,400 )

0.962

(295,719 )

Increase
(decrease) in current cost of
property, plant,
and equipment

$(22,000 )

$

=

=

=

Cost of Goods Sold on
a Current Cost Basis

Inventories, 1/1/5
Purchases
Cost of Goods
Sold
Inventories 0 2 /
31/5)

$

1/1/5
12/31/5
Inventories
$150,000
$138,000
Land
40,000
50,000
Equipment No. 1
210,000
220,000
Equipment No. 2
–0–
62,000
3. Cost of goods sold on a current cost basis is
computed as follows:*
Beginning Inventories
$150,000 X 1.050
$157,500
Purchases
500,000 X 1.000
500,000
Cost of Goods Available for Sale
$657,500
132,756
Ending Inventories 138,000 X 0.962
=

Thls case
example is no
substitute for
careful analysis
of FAS No. 33,

1. The historical cost assumptions from the constant dollar case example still are in effect as
are the average -for- the -year CPIs.
2. Assume that the following current cost
amounts are determined from recent suppliers'
price lists:

$

=

the same numbers in the allowable reconciliation
format. The constant dollar amounts are derived
from the previous section where the minimum
constant dollar adjustments are presented. And,
the current cost numbers are determined:

(2,661 )

We have attempted here to provide practitioners with some computational guidance in developing the required constant dollar and current cost
disclosures of FAS No. 33. This presentation is
not intended to be a substitute for a careful analysis ofFAS No. 33; no discussion is presented relative to the required five -year summary or management discussion of these disclosures and other significant aspects ofthe document. But, used in conjunction with FAS No. 33, this case example
should prove useful in understanding the required
disclosures and in computing the numbers necessary to formulate the disclosures.
C
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Management
Information
Systems
Grover Porter, Editor

Grover L. Porter is professor of accounting at
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green,
Ky. A CPA, he has a Ph. D. in accounting from
Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, La.

The Development of a MIS: a Pyramid
The development of a management information system is an evolutionary process, compared by Robert V, Head, Manager's Guide to
Management Information Systems, to the construction of a pyramid. The foundation for the
pyramid is a system that processes transactions to supply the information needed by lower -level managers (scheduled reports) for the
day -to -day operations of the organization. At
the next level of the framework, the system responds to routine information requests by middle managers (demand reports) to aid in managerial control decisions. The system at the top
of the pyramid responds to special information
requests by higher levels of management (special reports) to support planning decisions.
A survey of Fortune 500 firms recently was
conducted (Data Management, October,
1980) to determine trends within the MIS field.
The companies in the sample had long since
passed the transactions processing stage and
were using their advanced computers extensively for managerial control purposes. If the
companies sampled were representative of all
Fortune 500 firms, then a large percentage
seemingly have climbed well past the mid -point
of the MIS pyramid.
As mentioned earlier, the system at the top
of the pyramid supports planning decisions. Although the distinction between different types
of planning decisions is not crystal clear, the
researchers separated planning decisions into
tactical (short- range) decisions and strategic
(long- range) decisions for purposes of this
survey.
Ranging from simple applications to fairly extensive systems, all the companies surveyed
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ FEBRUARY 1981

had some tactical decision - making systems in
operation and other systems were under development. Examples of these short-range planning systems include: capacity planning, annual
budgeting, and production planning systems.
In the area of strategic decision- making systems, it appears that many are under development but that much work remains to be done
before these systems are widely accepted. Examples of these long -range planning systems
include: large scale corporate planning, capital
budgeting, and profitability modeling systems.
While managers are not yet willing to turn the
management of their organizations over to automated decision- making systems, they are apparently willing to give them a try. The "attitudes" necessary for the development of more
sophisticated MIS are beginning to appear at
higher and higher levels of management. In the
future, as more managers understand and use
present MIS, they are likely to call for the development of the final stage in the MIS pyramid.

MIS: Things to Come
The framework for a fully automated decision making system was conceptualized several
years ago. (Info Systems, June 1972). In this
framework, it was suggested that an understanding of the central issues in MIS might logically begin with the concept of management
decision. The decision process from a management perspective includes four identifiable
stages of activity: observation (data bank), inference ( what if ... ?) , evaluation ( best
choice) , and choice ( automated decision) .
While the MIS in most organizations today
are in the process of evolving from the "data
bank" stage to the "automated decision"
stage, many systems are a composite of all
four stages of activity. However, few organizations have more than the simplest form of the
automated decision process incorporated in
the MIS.
It is predicted that in the near future we will
see these MIS changes:
The decline of today's orientation of MIS to
data bases.
The rise of personalized MIS for decision makers.
The emergence of distributed data processing using minicomputers.
The increasing importance of the make -orbuy decision in building a "portfolio" of user
MIS.
As management information systems move
Continued on page 62
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

MAP on Foreign Currency Translation
In a 13 -page letter to the Financial Accounting
Standards Board on its exposure draft, "Foreign Currency Translation," NAA's Management Accounting Practices ( MAP) Committee
examined a host of issues relative to the proposed statement. The Committee lauded the
Board for its attempt to rethink the complex
problems associated with the subject and for
being responsive to a major criticism of FAS
No. 8 — the volatility of net income attributable
to reporting translation gains or losses in the
income statement. It is, however, the MAP
Committee's view that, whereas a few selected
modifications to FAS No. 8 would have resolved the principal difficulties perceived by industry in general, the Board chose instead to
change fundamentally the approach to accounting for foreign currency dealings and, in
so doing, created other problems.
Besides noting a number of specific issues
arising from the use of current rates, the MAP
Committee made three principal recommendations for modification of the exposure draft.
One addresses the so called "hyperinflationary
problem" which recognizes that translating at
current rate property, plant and equipment and
inventories of firms operating in hyperinflationary economies soon will result in translated dollar amounts that have no relation to cost or value. The Committee suggested that companies
use historical cost rates in translating fixed assets, long -lived inventories, and long -term debt
and amortizing the difference between the current and historical cost rates for long -term debt
over its life.
The MAP Committee recommended that, as
to investor/ investee relationships, all members
of an affiliated group should be treated similarly, and that all gains or losses resulting from
inter - company transactions be reflected as deferred charges or credits. This recommendation
54

was in response to the observation that, under
the provisions of the exposure draft, economic
activities affecting members of a consolidated
group would be accounted for as either "transactions" or "translation," depending on the relationship of companies dealing with each other, and that therefore identical activities in one
situation may impact net income and in another
instance may not.
The third principal recommendation is that,
with respect to the unrealized, or translation,
gains or losses that are to be deferred, they
should be reflected on the balance sheet as
deferred charges or credits, and not as components of stockholders' equity. The Committee
feels that placing these "suspense" items into
the equity section might set an undesirable
precedent for reviving the current operating
concept of net income; furthermore shifting the
net of tax gain or loss outside of equity makes
less significant the task of determining the appropriate tax rates to be applied in the case of
entities operating in several countries under a
complex corporate structure.
A report on the NAA testimony given at the
FASB public hearing on foreign currency translation will appear next month.

FASB on Current Cost
In September 1979, the FASB issued its pioneering standard on reporting the effects of inflation, FAS No. 33, "Financial Reporting and
Changing Prices." The Board recently published several pronouncements stemming from
this statement. Among its requirements are current cost disclosures. Exempted, however,
from the current cost disclosure requirements
pending further studies were specialized assets
in certain industries. The Board now has closed
the gap by issuing supplements to the statement that provide guidance to companies in
specialized industries. Statement No. 39 addresses current cost disclosures in the mining
and oil and gas industries; No. 40 concerns itself with firms dealing in timberland and growing timber; and No. 41 involves income- producing real estate. All three statements are effective for fiscal years ending on or after December 25, 1980.
Recently, the Board .... published a book
containing examples of disclosures resulting
from FAS No. 33 as published in 1979 annual
reports. In the statement, the Board provided
latitude for experimentation in reporting the impact of changing prices. The purpose of this
report on 1979 disclosures is to "stimulate new
approaches and refine existing ones" so as to
Continued on page 62
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BOOK SERVICE

SUCCESSFUL SMALL CLIENT
ACCOUNTING PRACTICES
by Carl S. Chilton, Jr.
An invaluable handbook for accountants who
have or who are planning to have small
businessmen as their clients, this book covers
all aspects of serving small clients. The author
draws from his experience to help you.
Prentice -Hall, Inc.
221 pp.

1976
cloth $32.95

WRITING AUDIT REPORTS
by Mary C. Bromage

1979
519.95

HOW TO FINANCE YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
WITH GOVERNMENT MONEY: SBA LOANS
by Rick S. Hayes and Cotton Howell
SBA financial assistance loan programs,
technical assistance programs and sales
assistance programs are explained in simple
language with lots of examples. The book
shows the business person, banks and
accounting firms how to prepare SBA loan
proposals.
John Wiley & Sons
216 pp.

1980
$14.95

SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT OF LARGE
CLERICAL OPERATIONS: A GUIDE TO
IMPROVING SERVICE TRANSACTION
SYSTEMS
by Martin Stankard
This is a practical, action - oriented guide for
managing
or
improving
large
service
organizations. Maintaining the view that
transaction - intensive systems must operate to
satisfy customers and users, the guide
develops management responsibilities from
strategy to control, and supplies actual plans,
checklists and tools which support effective
management.
McGraw -Hill Book Co.
288 pp.

This logical guide provides the complete range
of available input, output and memory
peripheral devices used with computers. In
nontechnical language and illustrated with
photos and drawings, this book offers a clear
explanation of what each peripheral does and
how it works.
McGraw -Hill Book Co.
320 pp.

A working manual for everyone concerned with
the clear presentation and interpretation of
statistical data in graphic form. All the essential
theory and practice of graphic techniques are
given in sufficient detail to enable you to design
charts and execute all the basic graphic forms.
John Wiley & Sons
308 pp.

1980
$19.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL
STATISTICS AND ITS APPLICATIONS
by Richard Larsen and Morris Marx
Over 175 fully - worked -out examples and case
studies are used to motivate statistical
reasoning and to demonstrate the application
of statistical methodology to a wide variety of
real world situations. Problems range from
applied to theoretical.

1979
$16.50

CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNTING
by James J. Adrian
The biggest and most profitable construction
companies have one thing in common —a solid
accounting system. In this single volume are all
those techniques that can develop a company
into a big profit maker.
Reston Publishing Co.
360 pp.

1980
$26.95

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS FOR
MINICOMPUTERS, MICROPROCESSORS
AND PERSONAL COMPUTERS
by C. Louis Hohenstein

THE HANDBOOK OF GRAPHIC
PRESENTATION (2nd edition)
by Calvin F. Schmid and Stanton E. Schmid

Prentice-Hall, Inc.
608 pp.

1980
$22.95

PROGRAMMING MICROCOMPUTERS WITH
SAMPLE PROGRAMS
by Stanley Evans

1979
$21.95

This book is a complete guide to all phases of
program design and application, Whether using
microcomputers for research, business or as a
hobby, readers will find that this work will
explain how to really get the most out of these
computer systems.

REAL ESTATE ACCOUNTING AND
MATHEMATICS HANDBOOK
by R. J. Wiley
Discusses analysis of new investment
proposals and covers managing, financing,
appraising,
marketing,
developing
and

Reston Publishing Co.
224 pp.

1980
$17.95

NAA MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING BOOK SERVICE
Quantity

Please arrange to have the following literature sent to me:
Title
Price Ea.

Total

1980
$17.95

COMPUTERIZED FINANCIAL
FORECASTING AND PERFORMANCE
REPORTING
by Michael Tyran
Featuring more than 100 planning models,
worksheets and flowcharts, this valuable
handbook enables financial managers, through
the use of computer facilities, to be remarkably
accurate in reporting critical
financial
information, From cash planning to profit
projection, manpower planning to "make -orbuy" decisions, labor costs to overhead
expenditure budgeting, the proven techniques
are here for application.
Prentice -Hall, Inc.
384 pp.

Ronald Press
336 pp.

90 days only.)

Demonstrates proven, practical methods for
designing the format, content and Sequence to
satisfy the requirements for the auditor's own
management and the organization being
audited. The book contains illustrations of audit
reports for the public and private sectors.
McGraw -Hill Book Co.
193 pp.

accounting for real estate investment activities.
Math topics include brokerage, investment, real
estate finance and real estate appraisal math.

NAA's Management Accounting
Book Service enables members to
purchase books hom a number of
major publishers at a 10% discount.
This month's special selections are
summarized on this page. Orders
accompanied by payment may be
sent on the form provided. For foreign orders, please request pro forma invoice. (Prices guaranteed for

1980
$34.95
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rise in the share price did little to inhibit this ploy. At any rate, the related
party sales accounted for about $1.7
million of 1965 earnings and $1.2 million in 1966.
The other creative asset sales were
similar in structure but never consummated. The 1964 earnings included
about $240,000 of such gains, and
1966 included about $4.6 million,
again, even though the sales were not
consummated.
For example, the $4.6 million figure
The Westec Sting: Phony Gains and Pooling
in 1966 was not a gain based on a
bonafide sale between independent
Part of the Bernard Baruch legend is vails in the market, it practically in- parties. Rather, according to the testihis often quoted formula for success- vites the finer works of creative ac- mony of Westec's former controller, it
ful investing: buy low, sell high. In em- countants.
was determined as the plug figure reulating his advice, few market players
One of the ripest examples of the quired to make reported earnings for
have trouble recognizing a high price. short track record and receptive mar- the second quarter of 1966 agree
Finding a low price about to turn into ket species is the Westec case, Wes- with management's public forecast.
a high price is another matter, and it tec started out as a. manufacturer of
The pooled acquisitions were even
can lead investors to bet on new en- geophysical instruments. Over its more effective in boosting reported
terprises with short track records.
brief life, it became something of a earnings. About 25% of 1964 earnPutting together a short track rec- conglomerate, largely in businesses ings came from pooling the earnings
ord of earnings showing impressive associated with natural resources, as of three acquisitions made in March
of 1965. According to the SEC, not
growth potential is a ripe setting for it acquired 14 other corporations.
creative accounting. It's necessary to
Westec sported a seductive track one of the three qualified for pooling
treatment —even under the loose
boost earnings artificially for only a record:
standards
in effect at that time. One
year or two to get the track record goReported
was
a
conditional
acquisition. Another
ing. Besides, forecasting future earnYear
Net Income
was acquired for cash. The third was
ings at ever higher levels can quickly
1 9 6 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 270,000
not an operating company.
add lustre —and the illusion of
19 6 4 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
1,300,000
As Westec continued its acquisition
length —to even the shortest track
19 6 5 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
4.900, 000 spree, the importance of pooled earnrecord. In fact, the ease with which
1966 (forecast) ........ 13,000,000 ings grew. These earnings in 1965
this can be done could well account
for the frequency of this kind of fraud. Investors responded accordingly. came to just over $5 million, more
Another crucial factor is finding in- From 1964 to 1966, Westec common than Westec as a whole reported.
Finally, in a case of life imitating the
vestors in a gullible mood. Such epi- moved from $2 to $67 per share,
sodes come to the market, perhaps some 61 times 1965 earnings per old "What's two plus two ?" joke, the
every decade or so, and it attaches share. In fact, the firm had a paper controller testified he first learned of
outrageous multiples of 50 or more to value of about $240 million just before management's earnings forecast for
the stocks of relatively untested com- it entered bankruptcy proceedings in 1966's first quarter when he read it in
panies. When this atmosphere pre- mid -1966 (it emerged later as Tech the morning paper. As a result, he
wound up creating $465,000 of totally
Sym Corp.)
fictitious earnings as a plug figure to
Westec's Creative Accounting
make the forecast come true.
1
In contrast to its audited earnings
By the way, except for the 1966
figures, Westec in fact had been put- data, Westec trotted all this right by
•THRUINDEPENDENTCORRESPONDENCESTUDY
tering along with small operating loss- its auditors. The auditing firm wound
*GRADUATESQUALIFYFORADMISSIONCABAR, es from year -to -year. The profits were up paying out about $1.8 million to
U S federal Courts. U. S Supreme Court. U. S Tax
achieved through selling assets and settle the civil litigation (in 1973).
Courts plus Administrative Courts as CA Attorney.
And the SEC, in 1978, censured the
acquiring ( and pooling) companies.
*CALIFORNIARESIDENCYNOTREQUIRED
The creative asset sales fall into firm and suspended two partners from
• REGISTERED LAW SCHOOL, State of California.
Committee of Bar Examiners
two types. One type involved selling SEC practice for short periods.
Nationwide toll -tree
Calif. Residents
Westec assets to related parties at in800. 423 -4530
213 -795 -5558
flated prices. It appears that the mon- The accounting events presented here
ey the buyers used came from the are not representative of usual practice
SOUTHLAND LAW SCHOOL
69 N. Catalina, Dept. g3
sale of Westec stock held by the re- and are recounted only for educational
Pasadena, California 91106
lated parties. Naturally, the meteoric purposes.
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People in the News
Promotions and New Positions
Albert C. Johnson, Atlanta, has been
named a partner with Arthur Andersen
& Co. He is a member of Atlanta Central C h ap t er. . . . Thelma E. Henry is
now a principal in Duggan & Savage.
. . . Roland J. Holcomb has been promoted to manager of financial staff at
Insurance Systems of America. They
are both members of Atlanta North
Chapter.

R

Edward N. Boland, Augusta, has been
appointed vice president of Citizens and
Southern National Bank.
David J. Streit, Aurora, Ill., has been
appointed vice president of administration at Equipto. He is a past president of
Fox River Valley Chapter.

It was a gala occasion when Mohawk Valley was presented the
Stevenson Trophy last Fall. L. -r., Executive Director Robert L. Shultis,
chapter past President Ken R. Wallis, Jr., past NAA Chairman Clemens
Erdahl, and past NAA Vice President William J. McHugh,

David B. Beyth, Baltimore, has been
promoted to tax senior at Price Waterhouse & Co.... Stanley H. Smeltzer is
now marketing manager of Service Bureau Co.

Raymond M. Hoskavich, Brockway,
Pa., has been promoted to assistant
plant accountant at Brockway Glass
Co. He is a member of Pennsylvania
Northwest Chapter.

Douglas C. Miller, Battle Creek, is now
office manager of the Sturgis Journal.
He continues his duties as chief accountant for the Enquirer and News.

Jon M. Cindric, Canton, is now a partner with McCarthy & Associates, Inc.

Concetta G. Simonetti, Birmingham,
has been named supervisor- employee
benefits in the corporate insurance dept.
of Vulcan Materials chemicals division.
Glenn A. Harbig, Boise, has joined H. J.
Heinz as manager of internal audit- Ore -Ida Foods, Inc.... Bruce K. Ishida
is now factory controller in Ontario
with Ore -Ida Foods.
Judyth Berlinghoff, Boston, has started
her own firm of Berlinghoff & Company, Inc., providing professional placement services in accounting and finance.
Richard K. Campbell, Bowling Green,
Ky., has been promoted to budget analyst, and Terry W. Collins, credit manager, at Koehring Atomaster. Both are
members of South Central Kentucky
Chapter.
Cecil R. Whitlock, Bremerton, Wash.,
has joined Ball, Garber & Whitlock as a
partner. He is a member of Mi. Rainier.

William R. Harper, Jr., Carollton, Ga.,
has been named controller and assistant
vice president of finance, and Samuel S.
Lewis has been promoted to vice president for corporate planning, at Barnes
Freight Line, Inc. Both are members of
West Georgia Chapter.
Cynthia L. Swaggerty, Charlotte, N.C.,
has joined Little - McMahan as assistant
vice president and controller. She is a
member of Central Charlotte Chapter,
Betty B. Trautwein, Charlotte, N.C., is
now assistant vice president at Barclays
American Corp. She is a member of
Charlotte Blue Chapter.
Christine M. Denham, Cherry Hill,
N.J., has joined Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co. as manager of accounting
systems. She is a member of South Jersey Chapter.
Stephan P. Hoffman, Chicago, past
president, and Gregory S. Wilson, have
been admitted to partnership in Ernst &
Whinney.

Gregory B. Harter, Columbus, Ind.,
has been promoted to Cummins Engine
plant controller. He is a member of
South Central Indiana Chapter.

CMA
REVIEW
Certificate
in
Management Accounting
A five part, intensive live -in
program in preparation for the
June. 1981 examination.
Candidates may take
any combination of parts.
May 16- 27,1981
Denton, Texas
Cosponsored by

North Texas State University
and
University of Texas at Arlington
For More Information. Call or Write:

Professional Development
Institute
P.O. Box 13288, NT Station
Denton, Texas 76203
817/788 -2483 or 214/267 -5671
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William A. Hopp, Cockeysville, Md., is
now controller at Ward Machinery Co.
He is a member of Baltimore Chapter.
Edward L. Joines, Duarte, Calif., is
now controller for the City of Hope
Medical Center. He is a member of Pomona Valley Inland Empire Chapter.

James W. Vanstrom, Jamestown, N.Y.,
has been named a partner in the firm of
Halstead, Corey & Co., Inc. He is a
member of Jamestown- Warren Chapter.

Donna L. DeMoss, Dublin, Calif., was
elected a vice president of Lucky Stores
Inc. She is a member of Oakland -East
Bay Chapter.

Kathleen M. Sutton, Leominster,
Mass., has joined Clearshield Plastics as
inventory controller. She is a member of
Massachusetts North Central Chapter.

John F. Roney, Everett, Wash., is now
general manager of Jansport. He i s a
member of Seattle Chapter.

James A. Glass, Madison Lake, Minn.,

THE PERFECT POSITION IS WAITING
FOR YOU IN ANOTHER CITY
But how could you know ? — unless you contact your
nearest Accounting Financial representative.
Our respected
association enables your representative to inform you of positions that have opened
across the country. Many are with companies whose
policy is not to publicly announce selective positions. If
have a preference for a particular city, your representative will have full accessibility to the opportunities of our
affiliate agency in that city.
nationwide

q

Wl I

you

Often the real move up is a move away. Yet relocation can
advantageous when it has been
only prove
accompanied by completely knowledgeable, confidential
and attentive service. We provide it. Give us a call.
significantly

MPLS/ST.PAUL

4

F SANFRANCI
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Accounting
Financial Associates

RICHMOND, VA
Don Richard Associates
(804) 644 -0651

&

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
The Financial Resources
Group
(415) 398 -2171
SEATTLE, WA
Passage Associates
(206) 623 -6200
SOUTHFIELD, MI
Accounting Financial
Personnel
(313) 353 -1161
SYRACUSE, NY
CFA Associates
Personnel, Inc.
(315) 463 -5225
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Don Richard Associates
(301) 652 -1182

John D. Erickson, Minneapolis, has
joined Maple Plain Co., division of
Carlson Companies, as controller. He is
a member of Minneapolis Northstar.
Harlan T. Jacobs, Minnetonka, Minn.,
has been elected treasurer of FilmTec
Corp. where he retains his duties as
controller. He is a member of Minneapolis Northstar Chapter.
Ralph A. Hansen, Moorhead, Minn., is
now a partner of Boeckermann, Fiebiger, Swanson & West. He is a member of
Red River Valley Chapter.
Robert J. Dircks, Morris Plains, N.J.,
has been promoted to senior vice president of Warner- Lambert Co. He also is
controller. He is a member of the Detroit Chapter.
Martha M. Patterson, Muncie, Ind.,
has been promoted to controller at Lift a -Loft Corp. She is a member of North
Central Indiana Chapter.

&

MINNEAPOLIS, MN
Accounting Personnel
of Minnesota
(612) 544 -1005
NEW ORLEANS, LA
Accounting Personnel
Consultants of New Orleans
(504) 581 -7800
N. MIAMI, FL
Career Associates, Inc.
(305) 893 -0810
PITTSBURGH, PA
Accounting
(412) 261 -1015
Personnel

BALTIMORE, MD
Don Richard Associates
(301) 752 -5244
DALLAS, TX
Accounting Personnel
Consultants of Dallas
(214) 386 -4770
DENVER, CO
Rocky Mountain Recruiters
(303) 321 -8005
HARTFORD, CT
Compass, Inc.
(203) 549 -4240
LOS ANGELES, CA
RM Enterprises
(213) 651 -4622

Davis R. Blaine, Milwaukee, has been
elected president and chief operating officer of Valuation Research Corp., succeeding Ettore Barbatelli, Milwaukee,
who will retain the position ofchairman
and chief executive officer. Mr. Barba telli is a past NAA president.

Jay H. Broder, Louisville, has joined
McKeever - Smith, Inc. as vice president
and controller.

Melvin Garner, Greenwich, Conn., has
joined Bi -Modal Corp. as vice president
of leasing. He is a member of Westchester Chapter.

;,

Stephen P. VonGunten, Maumee, Ohio,
has joined Andersons Feed Division as
divisional controller. He is a member of
Toledo Chapter.

Anthony E. Radaich, Los Angeles, has
been accepted into the partnership of
Arthur Andersen & Co. He is a past
president of Long Beach Chapter.

Emmanuel O. Owusu, Ft. Worth, has
been appointed vice president and cashier at Seminary State Bank.

Michael S. Mitchell, Mankato, Minn.,
has been promoted to controller at Hubbard Milling Co.... Alan D. Narveson
has been named controller at Mankato
Corp., a division of Bemis Corp. Both
are members ofSouth Central Minnesoto Chapter.
Gregory S. Siloy, Mansfield, Ohio, is
now controller at Artesian Industries.
He is past president of North Central
Ohio Chapter.

John M. Iademarco, Limerick, Pa., has
been named controller for the Applied
Polymers Group of TeleBex, Inc. He is
a member of Delaware County Pennsylvania Chapter.

Richard H. Flake, Florence, S.C., has
been appointed vice president and controller ofAiken -Speir Inc. He is a member of Florence Area Chapter.

nr
RRIIt nitqu

is now controller at the Pepsi Cola bottling plant in Harlingen, Tex. He is a
member of South Central Minnesota.

Thomas S. Summers, Indian Harbor
Beach, Fla., is now controller of the
Musicians Dinner Theatre. He is a
member of Cape Canaveral Chapter.

Walter F. Baughman, Northbrook, Ill.,
is now controller of Louis Inc. He is a
member of Northwest Suburban Chicago
Chapter.
Emmanuel R. Barrientos, Oradell, N.J.,
is now controller of John H. Graham &
Co. He is a member of New York.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981

H. Bruce Fielding, Orangeburg, N.Y.,
has joined Packaging Systems Corp, as
controller. He is a member of New Jersey Meadowlands Chapter.
Jeffrey R. Lamm, Othello, Wash., has
been named vice president, finance, and
controller of E. R. Fegert Construction
Co. He is a member of Seattle Chapter.
Diane A. Matthews, Pittsburgh. has
been named assistant vice president,
Datacenter Services of Equibank N.A.
. . . John W. Testa has been named a
vice president of Wheeling- Pittsburgh
Steel Corp. He also retains his post as
treasurer.

DIRCKS

TAYLOR

Dr tro,q

North Texas

well Hanford. All are members of
Washington Tri- Cities Chapter.
Carl L. Wright, Roanoke, is now controller of the Times World Corp.
Gary M. Baker, Rochester, has been
named financial /accounting consultant
for CFA Associates Personnel Inc.,
Kevin Paul Division.. , , Gary H. Bucholtz is now senior financial analyst
with the Graphic Equipment Division
of Itek Corp.
Charles J. Sehoff, Rome, N.Y., has

Robert J. Mercier, Princeton, N.J., has
joined Remington Rand Corp. as corporate controller. He is a past president of
Raritan Valley Chapter.
Clayton L. Vickery, Putnam, Conn.,
was promoted to vice president of Moldex, Inc. He is a member of Providence
Chapter.
Rick G. Mauldin, Racine, Wis., has
been named assistant treasurer of The
Precis e Corp.... Gregory J. Veltus is
now a partner in Meier, Clancy, George
& Co. Both are members of Racine Kenosha Chapter.

been named partner with D'Arcangelo
and Co. He is a member of Mohawk
Valley Chapter.
Patrick Day, Sacramento, Calif., has
been appointed vice president and senior loan and credit officer of the Sacremento Valley Regional Head Office of
Union Bank. He is a member of Alameda County South Chapter,
Christi C. Schrieve, San Francisco, has
been promoted to general ledger super visor of corporate accounting at Pacific

Your
computer
reports
should
be...
• Accessible
• Neat and orderly
• Easy to handle
In a McBee Margin Master, ComputerBinder,
your reports are all these things. In addition,
the Margin Master's sturdy, freestanding design
allows it to be stored on your existing shelving,
eliminating the need for expensive storage racks,
and saving valuable floor space. The polished
solid steel posts eliminate page tear out and the
difficulty of threading bent nylon posts. This

Pamela E. Davis, Reading, has been
promoted to commercial banking officer
at American Bank.
Bruce Murray, Redmond, Wash., has
been promoted to vice president finance
of Tone Commander Systems. He is a
member of Seattle Chapter.
Becky A. Austin, Richland, Wash., has
been promoted to manager of property
accounting at Rockwell Hanford Operations. . . . Richard A. Bresnahan has
been named assistant treasurer of Washington Public Power Supply Systems.
. . . Raymond Catalano, Jr., is now
manager of accounts payable at RockMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981

Another innovation from

M
cBEE
Loose Leaf Binders
424 North Cedarbrook Avenue
Springfield, Missouri 65802.417 866 -082"

McBee capabilities include custom design and decoration of prong, post, ring and storage
binders for all applications, plus a complete line of stock binders Manufacturer direct
pricing from three plants McBee Binder Specialists nationwide. See your Yellow Pages
"Margin Master is a trademark of McBee Loose Leaf Binder Products.
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Gas & Electric. She is a member of Alameda County South Chapter.
Ann E. Brommer, Seattle, has joined
Franklin Enterprises, Inc. as assistant
controller.
Kenneth J. Kazmierczak, Sheboygan,
Wis., has joined Schreier Malting Co. as
controller- secretary. He is a member of
Sheboygan Lakeshore Chapter.
James E. Taylor, Sherman, Tex., is now
executive vice president and cashier of
the Merchants and Planters National
Bank. A past president of the Memphis
Chapter, he is a past national vice president, 1974 -75. He currently is a member
of North Texas Chapter.
Carl B. Harper, Jr., Spartanburg, S.C.,
has been appointed managing partner of
Ernst & Whinney's Spartanburg and
Greenville offices. He is a past president
of Greater Greenville Chapter and is
currently a member of Spartanburg
Area Chapter.
Ronald E. Whiteside, Springfield, Ohio,
has been named director of finance at
Community Hospital. He is a member
of West Central Ohio Chapter.
Donald R. Eckert, St. Louis, has been
promoted to vice president- finance for
Missouri Encom, Inc. ... Wayne J .
Harrison is now secretary- treasurer of
LC OM P, Inc.. .. Steven F. Schaab has
joined Peabody Coal Co. as manager, financial administration.
William Heggelman, St. Paul, has been
elected president of Collins Communications Systems Cos.
Robert D. Capella, Syracuse, is now

ual for Intermediate Accounting. A faculty member at Kent State University,
he is a member of Cuyahoga Valley
Chapter.

Brian P. Crowley, has been named associate director, senior level, in the General Accounting Office's community and
economic development division. He is a
member of Northern Virginia Chapter.
. . . Carol A. Dourte, has joined Communications Satellite Corp. as auditing
manager. She is a member of Washington Chapter.

Emeritus Life Associates

Marietta Overbeck, Evansville, has
been appointed to the Fiscal Management Commission created by Indiana's
state government to help the government in money management.

Donald M. Carius, Peoria.
Victor T. Dollery, Jr., Albany.
Andrew D. Drake, Cleveland East.
Robert J. Elsberry, Mt. Ranier; Seattle
past president.
J.B. Fernie, Detroit.
J.E. Juenemann, Canton.
Edith M. Lane, Ohio- Western Reserve.
Leroy G. Phillips, Peninsula -Palo Alto
past president; past national director,
1964 -66.
Howard E. Ludwig, Bridgeport.
Cecil McKinney, Dallas.
Lewis A Martorano, Member -at- Large,
USA.
Joseph Mikula, Detroit.
Robert D. Preston, Jr., Connecticut
Gateway.
Philip C. Rachford, Detroit past president.
Francis M. Ramsey, Virginia Skyline.
R.J. Reilly, Delaware past president.
Frank E. Smith, Battle Creek.
Gardner F. Smith, Massachusetts North
Shore.
Robert E. Thompson, Indianapolis.
John E. Treacy, Calumet past president.
Roy C. Vinson, Member -at- Large, USA.
James H. Walker, South Jersey.
John F. Wallace, Indianapolis
Curt E. Wikstrom, Long Island- Nassau.

Author

LETTERS

Norman R. Meonske, Kent, Ohio, has
co- authored the book, Test Items Man-

Continued from page 15

Gary A. Thursby, West Des Moines,
Iowa, has become a partner at Gallagher, Volberding, Walter and Timmins,
CPAs. He is a member of Des Moines
Chapter.
Edward M. Milko, West Warren,
Mass., has been named corporate controller at Wm. E. Wright Co. He is past
president of Connecticut Gateway.
Donald B. Fagundus, Winston- Salem,
N.C., is now supervisor —taxes in the
transportation corporate accounting department of R. J. Reynolds Industries.
. . . Walter M. Fulp, III, has joined
Henson and McCotter as a partner, and
the firm will be named Henson, McCotter, and Ful p.... William A. Whitaker
is now senior budget analyst in the corporate budgeting department of R. J.
Reynolds Industries. All are members
of Piedmont Winston -Salem Chapter.

Organization Service

nn nt r n l lo r of Tl Pf t T nknr at nr iac

David A. Stolz, Tacoma, Wash., is now
president of Puget Sound Travel. He is
a member of Mt. Rainier Chapter.
Charles E. Phipps, Towson, Md., has
been named assistant vice president
with American Appraisal Co. He is past
president of the Baltimore Chapter.
Duane E. Hunt, Union City, Ind., has
been promoted to controller of the Hardy Division of Sheller Globe Corp. He
is a member of North Central Indiana.
Quniton E. Yancey, Viewtown, Va., has
been named controller of Centennial
Contractors. He is president of Northern Virginia Chapter.
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FUQ1
IWAssoc otes, Inc.
2 0 8 W E S T S T R O N G S TR E E T • S U I T E 1
PE NS A C OL A , F L ORI D A 32 50 1
(904) 434 - 2444

PERSONALIZED SERVICES SPECIFICALLY ADDRESSED
To EXECUTIVE FINANCIALIEDP EMPLOYMENT.
SERVICES INCLUDE:
• MONTHLY EMPLOYMENT LISTINGS.
• NATIONAL NETWORK. MATCHING CANDIDATE AND
EMPLOYER SPECIFICATIONS.
• RESUME AND CAREER COUNSELING
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND EMPLOYMENT LIST.
CALL OR WRITE, R. SMITH.

ing is not the only or the most important aspect in recognition. After all, neither sales managers nor production
managers can be said to have professional associations or status and yet rate
higher than management accountants.
The problem is the image projected
(worse, often just accepted) by management accountants of having a passive
and merely functional role. We must
project a forceful and operational image, otherwise it is not surprising that
other managers and CEOs have only a
vague idea of what we do.
The same image problem exists equalMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY 1981

ly among young business people, even
young accountants. They see accounting with its lacklustre image as merely
part of the equipment for doing something else more important, more interesting, and probably better paid. There
is often a lack of vocation among accountants. Only by fulfilling and publicizing the operational role of management accountants based on an upgraded
professionalism can we hope to improve
our image.
D. R. Kafer
Yvoy le Marron, France
NAA has never imposed requirements
for membership. Ed.
Far More Rewarding
Anthony LoSecco suggests in his letter
(Nov. '80) that only those individuals
unable to succeed at large CPA firms
become management accountants. He
does a great disservice to the many
highly skilled accountants who choose
careers in management accounting.
Public and private accounting each
offer challenging career paths. To imply
that management accounting is a second choice ignores the differences in the
nature of the jobs. For many account-

ants the opportunity to function as part
of a management team involved in day to -day operations and /or long -range
planning is far more rewarding than
public accounting.
Mr. LoSecco's attitude, unfortunately, is shared by many educators. NAA
should continue its efforts to provide
students with a choice. Both public and
private accounting could benefit.
Willis Jamieson, Jr., CMA
Accounting Manager
Allied Mills, Inc.
Mendota, 111.

in terms of "CPAness is next to Godliness."
While I have great respect and admiration for "certified" people, they are
not "God's only answer to management
accounting" as Mr. LoSecco would
have us believe. He must still be in the
dark ages of accounting education because the former practice of "if you
want to get ahead in the field of management accounting, become a public
accountant" is no longer the case. It's
true there are exceptions and always
will be, but, by and large, management
accounting is becoming a special profession all its own and educators who proIf You Want to Get Ahead ...
fess that only the accounting elite go
into public practice and the "culls"
Now I know how women in managedrop out into management accounting
ment accounting must feel about being are leading their students astray and
subjected to prejudice in the male -fedisplaying their prejudice, ignorance,
male management accounting dichotoand lack of knowledge of what goes on
my even though I'm not a female. Anin the real world.
thony LoSecco's letter (Nov. '80) on
A. L. Miller
Robert Half's article, "Do Management
Plant Controller
Accountants Have an Image Problem ?"
Caterpillar Tractor Co.
was replete with prejudice in favor of
Decatur, Ill.
CPAs and because of his lack of mention ofindividuals holding CMAs, I can
only assume he was scoffing at this cer- Nonprofits Do Consolidate
tification. I feel sorry for Mr. LoSecco's
students because it's obvious they are As the CFO of a nonprofit, I take excepbeing subjected to prejudicial thinking tion to the authors' broad generaliza-

In Memoriam
A.K. Adair, 68, Evansville, 1945. ELA.
R.E. Antholine, 76, Milwaukee, 1929.
D.L. Bush, 48, Racine- Kenosha, 1974.
W.F. Clark, 69, Member -at- Large,
USA, 1949. ELA.
Robert K. Conrad, 69, Pittsburgh, 1945.
Glenn O. Davey, 46, San Francisco,
1945. ELA.
Charles D. Davis, 80, Florida Gulf
Coast, 1945. ELA,
Charles E. Davis, 57, Savannah, 1980.
Claudia J. Dubois, 25, Lansing - Jackson,
1980.
Charles F. Endicott, Indianapolis, 1942.
ELA.
Robert L. Forsberg, 68, Phoenix, 1956.
ELA.
R.J. Gilbert, 58, Southern Maine, 1962.
C.B. Hosmer, 62, Cleveland East, 1963.
Samuel R. Irons, 66, Massachusetts
North Central, 1955.
C.M. Jefferson, Sr., 47, Washington,
1968.

G.A. Keepers, 59, Mid - Missouri, 1964.
Victor Lota, 70, New Orleans past president, 1939; Stuart Cameron McLeod
Society. ELA.
Noel K. Mahr, 35, St. Louis. 1979.
Robert E. Meyer, 51, Colorado-Wyoming Border, 1977.
T.E. Mitchell, 66, New York, 1942.
Hisashi Mitsui, 45, Member -at- Large,
Japan, 1978.
David Mitter, 65, St. Louis, 1954.
James R. Mobley, 61, Nashville, 1962.
George P. Monroe, 56, Spartanburg
Area, 1972.
Paul P. Pjurs, 71, Bridgeport, 1950.
Francis J. Ryan, 69, Syracuse, 1944.
ELA.
Joseph V. Strope, 50, Mid- Missouri,
1976.
Charles G. White, 73, Waterloo -Cedar
Falls past president, 1948. ELA.
Max M. Woltz, 91, San Fransisco,
1929. ELA.
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tions regarding financial reporting practices of the not - for -profit industries in
this country. I take particular exception
to the suggestion that obscure reporting
practices are employed to shield nonprofits from public scrutiny. Mine is a
not - for -profit whose reporting practices
are in compliance with the AICPA's Industry Audit Guide for Voluntary
Health and Welfare Organizations.
Contrary to the published statement
that "reporting elements (funds) of the
whole are never consolidated to facilitate evaluation," many in our industry
employ financial statements that are
both consolidated and comparative. As
stewards of public monies, we are aware
of our responsibilities in the area of accountability. As professional managers,
we must rely on other than the "bottom
line" as a measure of our effectiveness
and the fiscal health of our firms.
Alec W. Moffat
Director /Fiscal Operations
Rehabilitation Center
ofSheboygan, Inc.
Sheboygan, Wis.
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TAXES

Reporting and Changing Prices" are
available at $8.00 a copy from the
FASB, High Ridge Park, Stamford,
CT, 06905.

Continued from page B
Thor Power Tool Co. v. IRS Commissioner that the lower -of -cost or market method could not be used by Thor
Power to write down the value of its
inventory to net realizable value for
tax purposes (see "The Hammer of
Thor," MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING,
Nov.,'80). The Internal Revenue
Service recently has issued Revenue
Ruling 80 -60 that extendes the Thor
ruling to all other businesses and industries. The IRS ruling bars taxpayers from using the lower -of -cost or
market method to write down the value of their inventory to net realizable
value for tax purposes unless the
write down can be substantiated by
objective evidence of "actual offerings, sales or contract cancellations."

MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
Continued from page 53
will

in the directions predicted, we
see
the organizational framework for effective and efficient information management change. In the future, we will
see the information function in organizations headed by a Chief Information
Officer (CIO). The CIO, replacing the
controller, will be expected to have a
strong background in management
accounting, MIS, and /or management science. While the CIO may rise
to the position through any of these
technical areas, ambitious management accountants should be aware
that an increasing number of the top
information management officers will
be tapped for the position because of
the strength of their education and
experience in the MIS area.

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING
PRACTICES
Continued from page 54
promote more useful disclosures.
Copies of "Examples of the Use of
FASB Statement No. 33, Financial
62

More from the FASB

to assist financial statement users in
understanding a company's transactions in interest rate futures contracts
and forward and standby contracts.
"Disclosures of Interest Rate Futures
Contracts and Forward and Standby
Contracts" would require certain disclosures that would be in effect until
related accounting issues are resolved. The second document actually consists of two proposals designed
to improve the disclosure of companies' obligations to make future cash
payments. "Disclosure of Indirect
Guarantees of Indebtedness of Others" is an Interpretation of FASB
Statement No. 5 and deals with
agreements between two companies
in which the first guarantees the solvency of the second and effectively,
but indirectly, guarantees debt of the
second company. Incorporated also
in the second pronouncement is "Disclosure of Unconditional Obligations,"
a proposed statement that would require disclosure of agreements under
which future cash payments are certain or virtually certain, such as longterm debt and stock with mandatory
redemption requirements.

In an active winding -down of 1980,
the FASB issued two additional final
statements and two proposals. Statement No. 42, "Determining Materiality
for Capitalization of Interest Costs,"
amends Statement No. 34, "Capitalization of Interest Costs," to delete a
section on materiality that has been
cited by some as justification for
avoiding the interest capitalization requirements. In addition to the standard materiality exemption found in all
FASB statements, FAS No. 34 also
contains a discussion of how to determine whether the effect of capitalizing
interest compared to charging it to expense is material. Some companies
interpreted this discussion as implying
new tests of materiality. By deleting
that discussion via Statement No. 42,
the FASB makes clear that usual
tests of materiality are to be applied in
determining whether the effect of
capitalizing interest is material. StateBrief Notes on IFAC, IASC
ment No. 42 is effective for fiscal
years beginning after December 15,
• The MAP Committee submitted
1979.
In Statement No. 43, "Accounting letters of comment to the Internationfor Compensated Absences," the al Federation of Accountants on its
Board calls for companies to accrue a proposed Definition of Mangement
liability as employees earn the right to Accounting and to the FASB on a probe paid for future absences, such as posed Interpretation of FAS No. 19
vacations. If a company does not ac- concerning percentage depletion.
* The FASB issued an exposure
crue a liability for compensated absences because it cannot make a draft of a proposed standard that
reasonable estimate, that fact must would, in effect, adopt the accounting
be disclosed in the financial state- principles for companies in the busiments. Statement No. 43 does not re- ness of selling franchise rights that
quire accrual of a liability for future were reflected in the AICPA Industry
sick pay or holidays until employees Accounting Guide, "Accounting for
actually are absent. The statement Franchise Fee Revenue." The Board
likewise does not apply to severance also published the report of a reor termination pay, post- retirement search study titled "Reporting of
benefits, deferred compensation, Service Efforts and Accomplishments
stock options, group insurance, and Information" on techniques for meathe accounting for compensated ab- suring the performance of nonbusisences by state and local govern- ness organizations.
• The International Accounting
ments. Statement No. 43 is effective
for fiscal years beginning after De- Standards Committee has released a
proposed standard (ED 19 —Accember 15, 1980.
The Board has issued two sets of counting for Leases) that is expected
proposed rulings. The first is intended to promote greater uniformity.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /FEBRUARY1981

"Our user
find the
Fixed Asset System
easy to use.
Its the right tool
forthcij
*ob."
Joseph A. Juliano
Sr. Systems Analyst
The Stanley Works
New Britain, Connecticut

"The Fortex Fixed Asset System is
truly a user oriented system. Our
user personnel were able to pick up
the system, work out the daily
problems and run with it without
a ny f orma l DP t ra i ni ng. The
documentation is that good"
`Nhat Mr. Juliano says about the
Fortex Fixed Asset System is just as
true for all Fortex software product
systems: fixed asset, credit or A /R.
All Fortex products are operational,
production - proven systems; concise and fully documented. And
they're easy to set -up and install because they are operational systems.
FORTEX systems are modularly designed so that
they can be easily adapted to meet any customer's specific functional requirements. All systems are completely
documented for easy set -up and customer operation.
FORTEX systems feature two important customer
benefits: (1) They are designed to be used by nontechnical user personnel. (2) They can be readily adapted
to meet special customer requirements.
We design our Systems with a high degree of flexibility, because we believe a system user should be able to
talk "with" a computer... not talk "to" a computer. Talldng
to a computer complicates performing the job function;
talking with a computer facilitates the job function.
Additionally when a new system is easy to use it

reduces conversion trauma. It requires less training and less mental reorientation. 'Training and use
are simpl ifi ed bec ause Fort ex
documentat ion l ogica lly l eads
the user step -by -step through the
process.
So, when your priorities dictate
that it is time to evaluate software
suppliers, remember FORTEX.
Fixed assets, credit or AIR; on -line or
batch, Fortex can provide you with a
proven modular package that features ease of use, technical support,
quick response, cost savings, DP
efficiency and maximum maintainability. Fortex Data Corporation, 10 S. Riverside Plaza,
Chicago, IL 60606. Telephone: 312/454 -1650.

Fortex -we're the dedicated software people.

AM

FORTEX

YOU'LLTHANKUSFORSAVINGYOURFUTURE

...after using your accounting knowledge to minimize credit risk and build profitable volum(

le National Association
Accountants
id

)un & Bradstreet
)resent a NEW Course
in

CREDIT AND
FINANCIAL
ANALYSIS
self -paced ►earning program
from D & B fo r * Credit Ma nag ers * C ol l e ct i on s Perso n nel * C on t r ol l er s
D U J C U

Ur i

L /IC

rrla

rrry ua a rurrrrc r

* Financial Analysts *Man age m e nt Accountants * Treasurers and
Executives who need to understand credit and financial analysis.
This NEW Self -Study course from NAA/
D & B features:
• A unique benefit — you will be able to
communicate directly with an experienced
CREDIT ANALYST/ INSTRUCTOR!
• Feedback, reinforcement, comments (at no
extra charge!)
• Case studies and work exercises that
solidify instruction!
What You Will Learn
■ How a set of figures from the past can
help predict future financial condition.
■ How to project the ability of a business
to meet current and future bills on time.
■ How to predict the probable success of a
business.
■ How to use financial ratios -and what
they mean.
■ How to find financial "leaks ".
■ How to compare financial standing and
operating results of one business with
others in the same line.

• Your work will be evaluated and graded!

• An engraved certificate plus 20 continuing
education credits upon successful
completion of this course!
• At course completion, detailed indexing
converts study manual to a valuable
reference text!
All this, and more, designed to help you
speed up your cash flow and insure profitability in credit sales.

91
91
9

tional Association o f Accountants

SSP -MA -2/81

Third Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10022
Art: Self -Study Programs

Please send me your NEW course in
CREDIT AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS.
Name
Company
Address
City,, State, Zip
Price: $149.00 (10% discount to members)
Amount
(
I
I
I
I
I
Member No, l
_' Send information on NAA membership

I

Quantity

I

I

------- - -

- - -I
Nonmember

P.S. Step into a secure tomorrow by ordering CREDIT AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS today!

Should You
Be Making More
Money9.
To find out,
call today for
our new 1981
Accounting
Salary Survey
...It's FREE!

Accounting Compensation Up Sharply!

Salaries continue to rise
sharply in the acco unting
profession. Is yours keeping
pace? How does yo ur current
salary co mpare with tho se of
other professionals at your
level of responsibility? Is your
inco me gro wth keeping up
with inflation? Are you making
as much money as you should
be — or c o u l d be? Is your
career heading in the right
directio n?

expand ed to include 2 3 additional position catego ries,
The S urvey defines each
level of responsibility, shows
you ho w to establish career
go als, develo p a plan o f
action, evaluate yo ur pro gress, spot danger signs, take
corrective action when necessary, and in general, keep
your career gro wth o n the
best possible course.

National salary averages f or
1981 are shown for each level
of responsibility— ranging
from Staff Accountant through
Chief Finance Of ficer and
CPA Firm Partner —and also
by organization size. This
years Survey has also been

Call f or your free copy of the
1981 edition today —in strict
co nf idence, and with no
obligatio n whatsoever to use
our services.

SourceWane
The nation's largest non- franchised
recruitingf rm devoted excluslvey to the
accounting and financial professions

It can help yo u benef it from
loommossotmonem

smommussommossi

l■nsonamossams

Now yo u can easily f ind out,
simply by calling So urce
Finance and asking fo r yo ur
IEENNEREEMENNEE

copy of our just - released,
198 1 A c co unti ng a nd
Finance S alary S urvey a n d
Career Planning Guide. It's
yours, free!

the pro ven career advancement strategies used successfully by thousands of other
acco unting pro fessio nals.
Whatever specialty yo u're in,
or plan to be in —auditing,
cost, taxes, general acco unting, f inancial planning and
analysis, treasury, public accounting, etc. — the new 1981
A cco unting and Fi nance
Salary S urvey and Career
Planning Guide is "must"
reading, especially if you
have most of your career
ahead o f yo u.

Call today
for your
FREE report
Simply phone the S ource
Finance off ice nearest you.

If unable to call, write
Source Finance Dept A2
Suite 1100
100 South Wacker Drive
Chicago Illinois 60606
(When wntfV please be sure to use
hams address and indicate position
title)

California

Illinois

New Jersey

San Francisco
415'956 -4740
Bob Kyle. CPA /MBA

Chicago
312/372 -9192
Jim Dooley, CPA /MS

Edison
201/494 -2060
Tony Glennon. CPA

Mountain View
415/969 -4990
Paul DeVore, CPA

Rosemont
Jim Barton, CPA

Paramus
201/843-2777
Gary Zimmerman, CPA

312- 698 -3730

Los Angeles
213/385 -0333
Jeff Chawenson, CPA

Massachusetts

New York

El Segundo
213/615 -1100
Jim Kennedy, CPA, %MBA

Boston
617- 482 -7850
Eric Anthony, CPA

New York City
212/227 -8484
John Sullivan, CPA /MBA

Irvine
714;975 -0150
Carl Miller, CPA /MBA

Wellesley
617/235 -3020
Mike O'Brien. CPA

Texas

Van Nuys
2131781.7200
Rich Barrett, CPA

Michigan

Dallas
214!696-`1500
Phil Allbritten, CPA

Colorado

Detroit
311259-6616
Dan Van Tiem, MBA

Fort Worth
817;338 -4750
Charlie Pillow. CPA

Denver
303/571 -4220
Dick Masek, CPA

Southfield
Bob Luter, MBA

313- 352 -8860

Houston
713/759 -0180
Jim Johnson. CPA

612/546 -4300

Milwaukee
41141'347-11650
Carl Wegner. CPA

Englewood
3031/741-2550
Jack Darnall, CPA
Georgia
Aflanto
404/523 -7000
Louis Boohaker. CPA /MBA

Minnesota
Minneapolis
Jim Felix, CPA

Wisconsin

Missouri
St. Louis
Milt Weis, CPA

314./231-0910

4b. .

If you've been interviewing too many candidates
for accounting, financial or edp positions,
call Robert Half:
If you're a busy executive, your time is
valuable. That's understandable.
If you're a concerned executive, you want
to make certain your company hires the best
personnel. That's understandable, too.
For 32 years we have probably filled more
financial and edp positions than all other
recruiters combined.

We're specialists concentrating in limited
markets where we know the best people and
where to find them.
We are success-oriented. Fees are earned
only when you hire our candidates. And
these fees are backed by a liberal guarantee.
Cut down on your interviews. Interview
only the right people. Call Robert Half.
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ROBERT
G= accounting. financial and edp personnel specialists
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